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The Peony
By Ruth H. Brant, Iowa City, la.

"When spring is on the wane
Then men are apt

To turn their thoughts
To peonies again." Oriental song.

One called Sho Yo, "most beautiful"
In legend, song and art,

Known in the days of gods and men
For healing virtues practiced then
By Pxon, on Olympus high,
Where Pluto, wounded, fled to die.
But Paeon skilled in herbs and roots,
Soon had the great god in his boots,
But then was Pa:on sore oppressed
By envious jEsculapius,
Who sought his death in secret plot
That Pluto foiled upon the spot
By changing Pa;on to a flower
Which bears his name, by his great power

And deeply grateful heart.

"If any one will give his friend a present,
He hands a gift 'most beautiful' of all."

Japanese verse.

Now when we read this kindly tale
That ancient myths recall,

5
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Between the lines we spell the power
On heart of man of the Sho Yo flower;
Who still reigns with a sovereign right
In Flora's kingdom fair and bright,
Though rose and lily each may sue

For honors awarded a chosen few;
And iris and columbine demand
An entree to the favored band,
For color, substance, grace and form,
For fragrance and elusive charm
We choose the peony from the host,
Nor fear one will deny our boast,

"Most beautiful" flower of all.

Miriam_Chase
By W. C. Otis, Woburn, Mass.

Miriam
Chase. Ever met this man Chase? Well, you have

missed something if you haven't. Just imagine a peony grower
who has been raising seedlings for twenty years or more and

who has introduced just one peony! Hundreds of seedlings have come
and gone without any results and don't think for an instant that this
is because Mr. Chase doesn't know a good one when he sees it. A more
severe critic I have never met.

Let me tell you a few things about Mr. Chase. He was born in
Springfield, Vt., in 18 59. While still a youngster, a neighbor interested
him in blooms of officinalis rubra but it was thirty years later before
he owned a plant of this variety. This was the start of a collection that
now includes all of the worthwhile varieties of peonies. His estate,
Fernlea, is located at Andover, Mass., and he has lived there for the
last twenty years. Picture to yourself ten acres of natural and land
scaped lawns, gardens, and woods with a brook running through the
center. Peonies, irises, gladioli, hardy perennials, shrubs, specimen trees,

ferns, roses in profusion and all placed by a master hand. There is

always something to attract one's attention, and Mr. Chase and his charm
ing wife are always ready and glad to point out the attractions.

Mr. Chase has exhibited at the Boston shows for the last thirty years
and has taken many prizes at these shows. The year that he cleaned up
with blooms of Baroness Schroeder seems to be the high-light in his exhibi
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Peony Miriam and H. F. Chase.

tion experiences. His favorite peonies are Le Cygne, Therese, Mrs. C. S.

Minot and Elisa among the doubles and semi-doubles and Tomate-Baku,
Isan't Gidui and Fuyajo among the Japs. He has no use for the singles.

He is rightfully proud of his Miriam, as it is a beautiful peony and
different from the ordinary run of peonies. I wish you might have seen
a basket of this variety at the Boston show in 1930. It was magnificent
and, of course, took a first prize. He has other seedlings that, to me, are
wonderfully beautiful but he will not introduce them because of what
I call an exaggerated idea of what a new peony ought to be. Mr. Chase
believes that, in the last twenty years, not more than a dozen peonies
have been introduced by American growers that should have been placed
on the market. Had he been the judge, an Honorable Mention or a

Certificate of Merit would be very much more valuable than they are

today. An Honorable Mention in 1916 on Miriam and none since! He
has an enormous silvery-pink double which he calls Dr. Stearns that is

easily worth another Honorable Mention but he is so conservative he

hesitates at introducing it. He certainly is true to his convictions.
Personally, Mr. Chase is a most delightful companion for a trip

through his gardens. He is full of life, just naturally makes you feel
that he is enjoying your company and a man who simply makes you
love the peonies he is so fond of. He has quietly been showing the way
to peony lovers for many years and his host of friends will appreciate, I
am sure, this tribute to his sterling qualities.



One of the Gardens at Fernlea.
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What Is Coming in Tree Peonies 1

By H. G. Seyler

he late Bertrand H. Farr was best known for his peonies and
irises and comparatively few people knew that for years he had
been accumulating and disseminating a tremendous collection of

tree peonies. His first catalog, published in 1908, offers a page of tree

peonies and his interest continued and increased to the extent of com
prehensive and frequent importing, from Holland, England, France and
Japan. In 1918, just before the Federal Plant Quarantine, he acquired
and imported the entire collection of Brochet & Sons, France; a collec
tion acquired by them, through generations of effort and including more
than 200 varieties. In 1923, as another example, he obtained Federal
permission to import 3,000 tree peonies in 60 varieties from Yokohama
Nurseries, Japan. All told, the Farr Collection has included more than
$00 varieties of tree peonies.

Why then is it that tree peonies are still comparatively scarce and
high priced and why is it that after 22 years of interest and effort, we
are unable to present any larger list of tree peonies than Mr. Farr offered
in 1908? We try to answer these and other questions in this article.

We are going to say very little about the merits of tree peonies as

a class or by variety. Those who are interested in these points can refer
to back issues of the American Peony Society Bulletin, including
symposiums and check lists by John C. Wister, Germantown, Pa., who
is a foremost tree peony collector and exponent. The Manual of the
Peony, published by the American Peony Society, also contains compre
hensive chapters about tree peonies by Mr. Wister and can be obtained
for $3.15 delivered from W. F. Christman, Northbrook, 111. Mrs.
Harding's "Book of the Peony" published by Lippincott Co., Philadelphia,
contains many complete and interesting chapters concerning the history
and culture of tree peonies. Every Garden Club library should have at
least one copy of each of these books available to the community.

In our experience there already exists more enthusiasm and demand
for tree peonies, at popular prices, than can be satisfied for many years.
This article, therefore, is for those who are already interested in tree

peonies but are wondering whether they can ever afford any and for the
average and majority gardener, who is more concerned about color effect
and general utility than about name, rarity or novelty.

MANY WORKS DISCUSS TREE PEONIES
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TREE PEONIES ARE HARDY

The average gardener knows that tree peonies are beautiful and
desirable but, because they have always been comparatively high priced,
usually associates them with an orchid-like vitality. Our most emphatic
tree peony fact, then, is that TREE PEONIES ARE AS HARDY AS
THE MAJORITY OF COMMON SHRUBS once they have survived the
first winter after transplanting. Because of the fleshy nature of their
roots they transplant more safely than average hardy plants but for the
first winter, if transplanted in fall, they should be mulched heavily with
clean straw, after the ground freezes, so as to prevent their fleshy roots
from heaving before they have had a chance to establish new root systems.

In our nursery procedure, plants are set into wind-swept field rows,

in fall, when one year old. A straw mulch is applied in November and
removed in March. The next winter they receive no more protection
and are just as hardy as lilacs, barberry, oak trees or herbaceous peonies.
Fifty and hundred-year-old tree peonies are fairly common and, in all

respects, they are less troublesome and more hardy than delphiniums,
roses, lilies and many other garden favorites but infinitely harder to pro
duce.

HIGH PRICE DUE TO DIFFICULT PROPAGATION

The comparatively high price of tree peonies is due only to the
fact that IT IS EXTREMELY DIFFICULT AND COSTLY TO PRO
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DUCE NEW PLANTS OF A GIVEN VARIETY. They can be grown
from seed without much trouble and, unfortunately, have been, with the
resulting confusion and bewilderment of innumerable seedling varieties.
Leading collections mostly include hundreds of varieties but only one of
two plants of a variety, due to this propagation of seedlings.

An import order to Japan results in beautiful varieties but uncertain
ty as to color and form, due to synonyms and abundance of names. An
import order to Europe is usually true to name but mostly limited to a

very few plants of each variety because, even the French tree peony
growers have almost as many tree peony varieties as they have tree peony
plants and when it comes to parting with any plant of a kind, or one of a

few of a kind, the price is
, naturally, set to include the parent or prop

agating value.
WILD GRAFTS CAUSE TROUBLE

Another less costly, but unfortunate, method of propagating choice
varieties of tree peonies is to graft them to wild or seedling understock.
The Japanese, especially, have used this method to the grief and financial
loss of ourselves and other importers. The vigorous understock invariably
throws sucker growth, with foliage almost identical to the graft and
quickly starves out the choice scion. We have had the greater part of
an importation of choice varieties revert back to wild stock, undetected,
due to this method of propagation.

Remaining methods of producing new tree peony plants include
layering, divisions, cuttings and grafting to herbaceous peony roots.
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Layering is slow and uncertain. Divisions are certain but impossibly slow.
Cuttings are impossibly uncertain.

GRAFTING TO HERBACEOUS PEONIES BEST

Grafting to herbaceous peonies like Festiva Maxima, promises to be

the ultimate solution and the method whereby tree peonies will eventu
ally be reasonably available to average American gardens. The tree peony
scion is grafted to the root tip of a herbaceous peony. The herbaceous
root tip has no eye which can sucker and just enough vitality to support
the tree peony scion until it develops its own roots. If, by extreme
exception, the herbaceous understock should sucker, its foliage would
immediately be distinct and removable from the tree peony growth.

The "herbaceous graft" method is
, however, no sinecure or else the

world would be flooded with tree peonies. Years ago we were well sat

isfied when a crop of grafts resulted in 10 per cent stand and, after
years of improvement and perfection in method and equipment, we are

elated if 1,000 grafts result in 400 two-year-old plants. Due to herba
ceous grafting and inflexible conservation of parent plants we now
possess, perhaps, the largest supply of tree peonies in the world but even
this exceptional supply is not adequate because there are still too many
varieties and rarely enough plants of any one variety to warrant pub
licity and a popular price. We would much rather grow a thousand
plants of a variety to sell at a few dollars each than to sell the few
parent plants of the variety at $100.00 each.

FARR COLLECTION CONTAINS 500 VARIETIES

Our collection since 1915, has included more than 500 differently
named varieties of tree peonies; every one of them beautiful and highly
desirable and, perhaps, SLIGHTLY distinct. We accentuate SLIGHTLY
because these 500 named varieties can be reclassified, condensed and re
named into 50 varieties and no one but a most botanically and scien
tifically-minded gardener would detect the "alias" varieties; even if he

deliberately and painstakingly set out to do so. To the casual eye, the
entire 500 could be "boiled down" to 2 5 varieties without any noticeable
commissions.

Where, then, is the logic to justify the unwieldly propagation and
costly dissemination of 500 varieties? Where is the garden that would
derive practical satisfaction from every one of 100 varieties? Especially
when we consider that 24 varieties alone, would include 8 colors, in
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types of single, semi-double, and double. If only there were 24 such
varieties in the world in lots of 500 plants each. If only there once
were 500 scions of each variety available.

MULTITUDE OF VARIETIES NOT ADVISABLE

How many gardens NEED or would look well with 100 varieties
of tree peonies, 100 varieties of lilacs, 100 varieties of this or 100 varieties
of that? Such gardens are indeed few and far between and the time has

long been here to stop increasing lists of many varieties and to start
increasing the supply of the best varieties. There has been a tremendous
awakening to ornamental gardening in America which is not concerned
about names, novelty or rarity of varieties but is vitally interested in,
color, season, utility, hardiness, arrangement, availability and price. We
believe that 99 gardens out of 100 would be well satisfied if only
they could possess, for example, a single white or a double salmon peony
at a reasonable price and "name be hanged."

NAMES DISCARDED CLASSIFIED BY COLOR AND STRUCTURE

With these thoughts and FACTS, in mind, we have heretically dis
carded the names of most of our 500 varieties of tree peonies and have
reclassified the collection into 8 structural types and 10 color groups
or a total of 80 varieties. The colors are red, purple, scarlet, cerise, pink,
flesh, salmon, lavender, yellow and white. We started with 8 subdivi
sions as to structure. For instance, No. 1 indicated extreme Single;
No. 4, full semi-double; grading into No. 5 as extreme Double. This
has proved to be too finely drawn a structural classification and we sus

pect we will end up with about 4 groups as to structural type and 10

colors to each type, or 40 tree peony varieties. By classifying the collection
in this fashion we have condensed as many as 20 named varieties into
one type variety. Instead of, for example, 20 varieties of practically
identical single white, we then have one variety, "White No. 1," and
20 plants of it for grafting purposes.

PRICES LOWER ON MOST VARIETIES

Even after the reclassification we were still seriously short of "graft
ing wood" for most of the choice classifications. This shortage is

now improving rapidly and the only remaining factors which stand in
the way of "tree peonies for every cottage" are a few years of time and
further improvement in grafting methods. Varieties never before avail
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able, or available only at impossible prices, or of doubtful trueness, or in
poor quality growth, now exist in strong quality and at lower prices.
In 1789 tree peonies sold at $460.00 each. In a few years practically all
types and colors, except yellow, will be available for less than $4.60 each.
Our ambitious topic has been "What Is Coming in Tree Peonies?" Our
ambitious prediction is "less varieties and more plants of each variety."

A. M. BRAND

The House of Brand
By Harry" F. Little, Camillus, N. Y.

IN
no other country in the world is the peony as widely grown and

as highly appreciated as it is in America. Here peonies, in one or
more of the species, are to be found in almost every yard or garden

and they are rated along with the iris and the rose as the most popular
of garden plants. While French and English hybridists justly must be

credited for leading the way in the early development of the modern
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peony, and have been the originators of many of our present outstanding
varieties, America has long been their most profitable market that has

financially rewarded their efforts.

To our native hybridists and growers, however, is due the honor
for this high esteem of the peony in America. Not only have they kept
alive to the possibilities of their work and created interest by their fre
quent introductions of new and improved varieties, but also they have
co-operated unselfishly in fostering the enthusiasm for peony culture
through the work of the American Peony Society and by their support
of the various flower shows throughout the country.

MUCH CREDIT DUE MR. BRAND

No greater credit is due any one grower for such untiring efforts
than is due A. M. Brand and the Brand Peony Farms of Faribault, Minn.
For many years the name of Brand has been identified with almost every
peony activity, and the Brand peonies have made a place for themselves
in almost every peony planting. It is justly claimed that the Brand
organization at the present time is the largest grower of new peonies in
America. As such, it is interesting, indeed, to review the history of their
work with the peony from its inception and to note the results of their
labors.

In the spring of 1867, Oliver F. Brand, father of A. M. Brand,
moved from Fond du Lac, Wis., to Richland, Minn., and established in
that little town what is reputed to be the first nursery planting in Min
nesota. A part of his first planting was a block of peonies about thirty
feet wide by one hundred feet long. The following spring, in order to
be nearer a railroad, this nursery planting was moved to Faribault, Minn.,
where the Brand business has ever since been conducted. As his general
nursery business grew, Mr. Brand increased his peony plantings, which
were then made up chiefly of the four varieties, Edulis Superba, Queen
Victoria, Humei and Pott si. In 1888, he bought from an eastern grower
twenty-five varieties of peonies different from those he then possessed,
and from that time on he purchased every different variety of peony
that he found offered. In 1894, this collection numbered over one thou
sand varieties, the sales of which were almost entirely to the wholesale
trade.

MAKES SPECIAL PLANTING IN 1896

Foreseeing the future possibilities of the peony, Mr. Brand, during
the season of 1896, made a special planting of chosen varieties for the
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purpose of obtaining select seed. In the fall of 1899, four quarts of
seed were gathered from this plot and planted that same fall.

Just at this time Archie M. Brand became associated with his father
in the nursery business, which was thereafter conducted under the name
O. F. Brand & Son. One of his first labors after entering the business
was the planting of this peony seed. None of this seed germinated until
the spring of 1901, when so many little plants appeared that the rows
were plainly visible. The plot was given intensive cultivation through
out the growing season, and the plants made a wonderful growth as

yearlings. The following spring the plants came up unusually strong,
and again they were given such careful cultivation that four plants of
the lot flowered that season as two-year-olds. Remarkable as it now
appears, the first plant of those four to bloom was the wonderful red
peony, Richard Carvel.

entire planting blooms in '03

The following season, that of 1903, the entire planting bloomed.
Owing to failing health, O. F. Brand was able to give but little personal
attention to the seedling peonies, and the labor of checking and staking
the entire planting fell upon his son. All the seemingly worthy plants
were classed in two selections those that showed exceptional merit and
those that appeared to give sufficient promise to justify a further trial
before being discarded. Both lots were lifted, divided and replanted that
fall. From this original seed bed eventually came all the Brand peonies
that were introduced prior to 1925.

During the season of 1907, many of the varieties in the test plant
ings were named and offered for sale. At that time, however, the Brands
were better known as nurserymen than as peony growers, and it was
several years before any worthwhile sales of their new introductions
were made.

In the fall of 1911, O. F. Brand retired from business, selling his
interests in the Brand nursery to a Mr. Kinney, and moved to Pomona,
Calif., where he died in 1921.

show new varieties for first time
In 1913, Mr. Brand and Mr. Kinney attended their first peony show,

the exhibition of the Minnesota Garden Club at the University Farm
in St. Paul. There they showed for the first time six of their seedlings
Frances Willard, Chestine Gowdy, Mary Brand, Longfellow, Florence
Nightingale and Martha Bulloch. The blooms were the sensation of the
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entire show, and the experience gave their growers much needed encour
agement.

That fall, for the first time, they began to advertise their finer
peonies in a retail way, and eleven more new varieties were offered for
sale. Their peony sales, however, continued small, and for several years
they little more than covered the expense of the advertising. All during
rhis time the growing stocks of their fine varieties were constantly
increasing.

REAL WORK WITH PEONY BEGINS IN '16

In 1916, Mr. Kinney retired from the business and A. M. Brand
became the sole owner. It was then that his real work with the peony
began in earnest. Still having faith in his seedlings, and with ample
stocks to back him up, Mr. Brand undertook a more extensive adver
tising campaign that finally turned the tide his way.

Finding all the details of his growing business too much for him
to handle alone, Mr. Brand, in 1918, engaged Miss Myrtle Gentry to
take full charge of his office. So efficient was her work that in 1920
she was induced to become a partner in the business, and was given
entire charge of the sales.

Four new varieties were offered in 1918, and five more in 1920,
three of which were single flowers.

The last seedling selected from the original seed bed of O. F. Brand
& Son was the variety named Desire, and its introduction, in 1923,
marks the close of what may well be termed the first epoch of Brand
peonies.

THE WORK OF A. M. BRAND
Mr. Brand has stated that his interest first centered on the peony

when he watched the opening of their first seedling, Richard Carvel, as

it bloomed in the seed bed on a two-year plant, in 1902. From that day
on, he has been under the spell of the peony, so to speak, and his one

great ambition has been to produce new and better peonies. He has never
ceased in his study and efforts to better this flower of his choice.

Through the contacts made in the conduct of his own business and
through his active interest in the work of the American Peony Society,
of which he has been an officer and director for many years, Mr. Brand
has lost no opportunity to keep in touch with the peony world in all
its phases. He has followed the new productions as offered throughout
the world, and there is hardly a peony planting of importance in the
United States or Canada that he has not visited and studied. He is a
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familiar figure at the important peony shows each season; and by those
who know him well, he is recognized as one of the keenest and most
conservative judges of peonies now living.

MR. BRAND MOST COMPETENT JUDGE
His years of study and experience have made Mr. Brand a most com

petent judge of his own peony seedlings, which he has continued to grow
from year to year, and have strengthened his determination that any new
"A. M. Brand" introductions must be and shall be worthy of a place
on the list of the world's best peonies. Such was the inspiration behind
Mr. Brand when he made his first offering of "A. M. Brand" peonies
in 1925. Thirteen new and distinct varieties were introduced in that
one season at a uniform price of $50 each. Twelve of these varieties
had been previously exhibited as seedlings at one or more national shows,
and six of them had received recognition from the American Peony
Society by its awards of one Gold Medal, one Silver Medal, and four
Awards of Merit.

MOST WONDERFUL LOT EVER INTRODUCED

Competent judges, who have had opportunity to observe these

remarkable peonies carefully, recognize them as the most wonderful lot
of new seedlings ever introduced by any one grower. Each flower of the
thirteen is a true masterpiece.

On a tentative jury rating by the American Peony Society, twelve
of these varieties were rated as follows:
9.6 Mrs. A. M. Brand 9.1 Myrtle Gentry 9.0 Mrs. John M. Kleitsch
9.1 Hansina Brand 9.0 Ella Christiansen 8.9 Laverne Christman
9.1 Mrs. Harriet Gentry 9.0 Hazel Kinney 8.9 Victory Chateau
9.1 Mrs. Romaine B. Ware 9.0 Mrs. F. A. Goodrich Thierry

9.0 Mrs. Erank Beach
The variety, Blanche King, was inadvertantly omitted when the list

was submitted for rating.
These ratings, of course, will change as the varieties become better

known and have had opportunity to prove their adaptability to different
climatic and soil conditions; but they are conservative estimates of the
quality in the flowers, and the average is none too high. Certain ones

undoubtedly merit even higher ratings, in comparison with the older
high-rated peonies.

THREE SINGLES INTRODUCED IN '28

The season of 1928 records the introduction of a second selection
from the plantings of A. M. Brand. Four of these are double peonies
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Mrs. Deane Funk, Commander, President Coolidge and Rev. H. Tragitt
all of which fully measure up to the high standard set by the 1925
introductions. The other three are singles, which were selected by Mr.
Brand from his 1927 seed bed of some forty thousand plants. Each of
these is a distinct and outstanding flower. Mr. Brand regards them as

the most worthy singles of all the hundreds of thousands of seedlings
that have bloomed in their plantings.

And the end is not yet! The test plantings at Faribault still hold
near eleven hundred selected seedlings, many of which are known to be

of outstanding quality. Several of these have already been named and
are waiting to be introduced, while others, equally as desirable, are being
held in reserve.

CHRONOLOGICAL LIST OF BRAND PEONIES
Originations of O. F. Brand & Son

1907
Rating
8.2 Amanda Yale

A. J. Davis
7.2 Aunt Ellen
8.1 Benjamin Franklin
7.8 Charles McKellip
9.2 Elizabeth Barrett

Browning
7.7 Fanny Crosby
7.8 Florence Nightingale
9.1 Frances Willard
7.4 Gov. Johnson
7.9 Harriet Farnsley
8.8 Henry Avery
8.6 Judge Berry
7.5 Little Sweetheart
9.0 Longfellow
9.1 Martha Bulloch
8.7 Mary Brand
7.3 Midnight
8.2 Moses Hull

7.8 Mrs. Carcw
8.8 Phoebe Cary
7.5 Prince of Darkness
7.3 Lynda
7.4 Rose Here
7.9 Ruth Brand
7.7 Sisters Annie

Susan B. Anthony
7.9 William Penn
7.6 Ella Wheeler Wilcox

1911
8.8 Addielanchea

1913
Rating
7.5 Archie Brand
8.4 Chestine Gowdy
6.1 Commodore Emge
7.7 H. F. Reddick

Jeannette Oppliger
8.4 Lora Dcxheimer
8.3 Mrs. A. G. Ruggles

7.8 Louisa Brand
8.8 Richard Carvel
8.3 Winnifred Domme
8.2 Darkness

1916
8.7 Luetta Pfeiffer

1918
8.2 Brand's Magnificent
7.8 Faribault
7.9 Helen Wolaver
7.4 Old Silver Tip

1920
8.7 David Harum
7.9 Mrs. Jennie R. Gowdy

Edith West
8.7 Harriet Olney

Mellin Knight
1923

8.5 Desire

COMMENTS AND DESCRIPTIONS
In undertaking to comment on the older Brand introductions, we

hold in mind the fact that most of them, at least, already have been
subjected to the test of time, which, after all, affords the real appraisal
of any peony; and furthermore, that many of the varieties are now so
widely disseminated that the majority of the readers who note these
remarks will be thoroughly familiar with them.

Experience is a great teacher, even about peonies; and we have at
hand from A. M. Brand a most interesting personal appraisal of all the
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Brand peonies, based on his experience with them since the day the first
seeds were planted. With such a backlog of facts to build on, we shall
hope to add at least some worthwhile information to the facts already
known that will prove of interest.

STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE MUCH HIGHER TODAY
To fully appreciate the work of the Brands, it is necessary to keep

in mind the remarkable improvement of the peony in recent years, and
to remember that the standard of excellence for peonies today is much
higher than it was when these early selections were made.

From the seedlings grown by O. F. Brand & Son, fifty-two varieties
in all were introduced, between the years 1907 and 1923. Each of these

seedlings, when selected, seemed to be an improvement over any similar
peony then in commerce. As a lot, they were as outstanding in merit
as the 192 5 introductions of A. M. Brand now appear to be. A few
of them have since been superseded. Some of them are rated among the
world's finest varieties. And most of them are still retained on our list
of worthy peonies.

TWENTY-THREE RATE OVER 8.0

Seven varieties have failed in the test of time. These have received
a rating of less than 7.5, from the symposiums of the American Peony
Society, and have been recommended for discard. Twenty-three varieties
of the lot now carry ratings above ,the coveted mark of 8.0, and, there
fore, are described in the recently published Peony Manual. Four varieties

Elizabeth Barrett Browning, Frances Willard, Longfellow and Martha
Bulloch have earned a present rating of 9.0 or over, as an average of
over 20 votes. Only twenty-six varieties of all the peonies in commerce
are so honored. Any grower might justly be proud of such a record.

Addielanchea (Brand, 1911) 8.8. This curiously named peony,
that comes first in the alphabetical list of Brand peonies, is a stray, so
to speak, among the Brand introductions, and the published facts about
it have always seemed to be more or less vague and indefinite. We give
its date of introduction as 1911, since that seems, from its history, to
be most appropriate. As a matter of fact, the peony was never really
introduced by the Brands. The seedling appeared in the original seed
bed, but was probably not one of the selected plants that were lifted
and replanted in the test plots in 1903. When O. F. Brand moved to
California in 1911, there was only the one original plant of it. It is
said to have appealed to him as the best white flower that had yet ap
peared. He took half of the plant to California with him, and gave
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the other half to a friend in Oregon. About 1916 or 1917, he concluded
the variety, a late one, would do no good in California, and returned
his stocks of it to the nursery at Faribault. The roots arrived in poor
condition, and it took them several years to recuperate and get going
again. In the meantime, the variety had shown exceptional merit in
Oregon and had found its way into commerce from there. The peony
was named by O. F. Brand for his wife, whose first name was Addie.

The flower is a large and beautiful double white, after the style
of Enchanteresse, or Grace Loomis. When first open, the petals have
a warm creamy tint, with a suffusion of yellow at the base. The guard
petals are conspicuously flecked on the back with red, and traces of red
appear on the center-band petals. The plant is medium tall and vigorous,
with medium strong stems, and is a profuse and dependable bloomer in
late mid-season.

The rating, 8.8, was accorded the variety by the 1925 symposium,
on an average of five votes. Mr. Brand states that, owing to a com
bination of circumstances, the variety has never received a fair test in
the plantings at Faribault, but that he believes it to be a first class peony.
It is in good demand whenever there is stock available.

Amanda Yale (Brand, 1907) 8.2. This is a medium tall, free
blooming variety that is vigorous in growth, with strong, upright stems

and heavy foliage. The flowers are large, loose, semi-double, with irregu
lar formed petals of pale flesh-white. A collar of narrower petals, with
intermingled yellow stamens, surrounds a tuft of broader center petals.
The center-band petals are heavily edged and streaked with red. The
variety has greater merit as a garden plant than as a show flower. In
our opinion, it is only a fair flower, and lacks the refinement and finish
of a first class peony. Its rating of 8.2 is too high.

A. J. Davis (Brand, 1907). This is a pretty good red variety
that for some reason has never been rated. It is an early and dependable
bloomer. The flowers are large, semi-double, with the petals loosely
arranged, and with conspicuous stamens intermingled. The color is

bright rose red. The plant is tall and vigorous, and bears its blooms
well upon strong, graceful stems. Except for its color, the variety is

comparable to Adolphe Rousseau, but is a more free bloomer. A good
landscape peony.

Archie Brand (Brand, 1913) 7.5. This peony is admired by a

great many people, and again it has proved disappointing in many plant
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ings. Possibly, on account of its name, too much has been expected
of it. It is a very large flower of deep, even seashell-pink, with a silvery
surface sheen that is attractive. The closely massed petals form a full
double bloom of true bomb type, square built and flat across the top,
and with broad, drooping guard petals. A profuse mid-season bloomer,
and one of the most fragrant of all the peonies. The plant is medium
tall and vigorous, with clean, light green foliage. The variety is at its
best on heavy clay soil. On rich black loam the growth is too rank
and coarse and the stems give down under the weight of the heavy
blooms.

This peony has had ample opportunity to prove its merits, and yet
on its rating it has escaped the discard list by the narrowest possible
margin. There is little reason to believe that it will ever make a better
showing.

Aunt Ellen (Brand, 1907) 7.2. An early red variety that was
probably chosen on account of its season of bloom. It follows imme
diately after the very early Richard Cart el. The flower is uniform rich
purplish-crimson, of loose semi-double form. Recommended for discard.

Benjamin Franklin (Brand, 1907) 8.1. If it were judged on
its flower alone, this variety would hardly merit its present rank, but
considered as a commercial peony, it holds a place among the Brand
reds second only to Richard Carvel. The bloom is medium size, semi-
double, rose type, and is brilliant crimson, with darker shadings at the
base of the petals. The flowers are produced singly on very tall, erect,
clean stems in early mid-season, and hold their form and color much
longer than most reds. One of the very best peonies for landscaping
or for commercial cut-flowers.

Brand's Magnificent (Brand, 1918) 8.2. There has been more
controversy about the worth of this variety than of any other peony
ever introduced. It is a very large, perfectly formed flower of semi-
double, true rose type. The petals are broad and evenly rounded and
more symmetrically imbricated in the true rose form than we find in
most red peonies. The color is a rich, velvety red with a bluish tone
that is very distinctive and to some people very objectionable. The plant
is medium tall, with pleasing habits, and is a free and dependable bloomer
in mid-season.

This seedling was first taken from the test plot in 1907, when the
first Brand introductions were selected and named. It proved to be a

rapid multiplier, and its blooms sold so readily as cut-flowers in the field,
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that the variety was not offered for sale as was first intended, but the
stock was allowed to accumulate until there was a row and a half of it
twenty rods long. These plants were left undisturbed for several years,
and when in full bloom, they made a wonderful display. Everybody who
came to the field for flowers wanted them. Finally half of the planting
was divided and planted out. In 1918, this two-year stock was offered
for sale. A well-grown plant of Brand's Magnificent in full flower makes
a gorgeous showing in the garden and will stop more people than any
other red peony we know. On the show table, the immense flowers
with its perfection of form and even petalage are very effective.

Charles McKellip (Brand, 1907) 7.8. Regardless of the low
rating that has been given this peony, we consider it one of the best

of the really good reds. We have grown it in our own garden for many
years and have had opportunity to observe it in many different plantings.
Everywhere we have found it to be fully as satisfactory in every way
as Karl Rosefeld. The flowers are large and rather loosely built, semi-
double, with very broad and prominent guard petals and with the nar
rower center petals so symmetrically placed as to give a distinct rosebud
effect, as the bloom opens. Its color is rich, bright red, a little darker
than Karl Rosefeld or Mary Brand, and the petals hold a silky sheen that
is very pleasing. In habit of growth and foliage the plant is good. A
free and dependable bloomer every year in mid-season.

The variety seems to have all the qualities necessary to a high class

peony, and we have been unable to discover any objectionable faults.
Certainly a rating of 8.5 or 8.7 would be none too high.

Chestine Gowdy (Brand, 1913) 8.4. A flower of distinct cone
shape such as we have in old Modele de Perfection, and probably the
best of all of this type of peonies. The bloom first opens flat, but rapidly
develops into a full, evenly rounded, symmetrical cone form. At this
stage the flower is at its best and, indeed, very beautiful. As the flower
ages, the crown expands horizontally making a tall, cylindrical flower
of ragged appearance. The broad outer petals and the center are the
same delicate shade of silvery pink, and the collar of compact narrow
petals is soft creamy yellow. The center-band petals are prominently
marked red. The plant growth is good, with long, slender stems that
carry the flowers gracefully. A profuse late mid-season variety that is

fine for cutting and is very fragrant.
Mr. Brand's own summary of the variety is very fitting: "One of

our most dependable flowers. Very pretty when taken at just the right
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time. Liked by many people. Very profuse bloomer. Good multiplier.
Strong, thrifty plant."

Commodore Emge (Brand, 1913) 6.1. An early Brand catalogue
gives us the following brief description of this variety: "Medium bomb
type. Dwarf dark crimson. Dwarf grower. Good, strong stems. Pro
fuse bloomer. Medium to late." Recommended for discard.

Darkness (Brand, 1913) 8.2. When the first Brand seedlings were
selected in 1903, there was very little interest in single peonies, but this
dark red flower was so beautiful and gave such promise that it was re

planted for further trial. By 1913, a row of three-year plants twenty
rods long had accumulated, and the variety was offered for sale. So

little interest was evinced in the flower that Mr. Brand became careless

with it at planting time and lost most of the stock. When the interest
in single peonies did awaken, most of the available stock was sold out
before Mr. Brand realized the situation, and the stock of this desirable
peony has been limited ever since.

The flowers are large and well-formed and have good substance,
and are produced freely on a plant of excellent habits and appearance.
The color is very dark maroon, with darker shadings on the lower half
of the petals, which surround a bold cluster of golden stamens. Earlier
than Mellin Knight.

David Harum (Brand, 1920) 8.4. An interesting red that is quite
distinct from all the other Brand reds. Though it bears a much later
date of introduction, it is also a product of the original Brand seed bed.

The flower is very large and full double, with a prominent row of broad,
round guard petals that surround a perfect ball-like center of compact
petals. The color is uniform throughout, a peculiar shade of dull rosy
crimson. The plant is medium height with broad, clean, light green
foliage and with stems sufficiently strong to support the massive blooms
gracefully. It blooms freely in mid-season and the blooms are very
uniform in their perfect form. The variety is similar in some respects
to Felix Crousse but the flowers are better done and the plant is better.
David Harum has all the desirable qualities of a landscape plant, and its
blooms are usually seen on the show table at every important exhibition.
Not the best red variety on the list but a mighty good one and one of
the most dependable.

Desire (Brand, 1923) 8.5. A very large flower of loose, semi-
double form that varies much under different conditions. The color is
soft rose pink, with a tinting of lilac at the ends of the petals and a
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reflection of yellow from the stamens at the heart. The plant is medium
tall and upright and flowers in late mid-season.

DESIRE AWARDED FIRST PRIZE

When at its best, Desire is a very beautiful peony of very large size

and delightful coloring, but it has many off years when the flowers are

ragged and very ordinary. The history of the variety seems to depict
very well its true nature. Though a product of the original seed bed

from which the varieties showing promise were lifted in 1903, this
seedling attracted no attention until the season of 1913. Just before the
St. Paul Show, Mr. Brand, in passing through the old planting, discovered
a seedling that, though open and rather loosely built, looked pretty good.
He cut several buds from the plant and took them to the Show. The
judge, D. W. C. Ruff, admired the flowers greatly and awarded the
seedling the first prize. The plant was divided that fall, but for several
seasons failed to again show its fine quality. In 1923, it came good
again and it was introduced at $5 per root. The following season the
price was reduced to $1. From other gardens came glowing reports of
its beauty and the variety was scarce for several years at $7. It must
justly be termed erratic a beauty when at its best.

Edith West (Brand, 1920). This single white seedling was intro
duced along with Mellin Knight and Harriet Olney after having under
gone a thorough test and has never been rated by the Society. The flower
is not quite as large as The Bride but has better substance and grows
on a plant of better habits.

Elizabeth Barrett Browning (Brand, 1907) 9.2. A wonderful
flower, so good that regardless of some -objectionable habits, it has been

accorded the highest rating of any of the early Brand introductions. It
is truly a glorious flower when the plant is happily located. The buds
themselves are very large and promising. They open slowly, and the
petals loosen and expand until they form mammoth candy-striped balls
rather than open blooms. They hold this shape for two or three days
before the flowers really open. At last the immense, round guard petals
roll back, exposing a mass of crinkled petals. These in turn gradually
unfurl and shape themselves into a huge, semi-double bloom of wonderful
beauty. The petals are broad and symmetrically imbricated and gradu
ated shorter toward the center giving a flat, cupped form. The color is

white at the outside and deepens toward the center with tints of blush
and canary. The variety is very late and the flowers are delightfully
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fragrant. The plant is very tall and vigorous and with its large striped
buds is very striking. Under some conditions the stems have a tendency
to twist under the weight of the heavy flowers, which detracts from the
landscape value. In warmer climates the very late blooms do not always
open well.

Ella Wheeler Wilcox (Brand, 1907) 7.6. Another late bloom
ing peony that is distinct in its form and coloring. The flower is full
double, bomb shaped on first opening, and later develops a cup-shaped
crown center. The outer petals reflex, and make a flower of high-built
irregular form. The general coloring is deep shell pink with the collar
lighter, often becoming deep cream. Very fragrant. The variety will
furnish an abundance of bloom for cut-flowers but is lacking in refine
ment.

Fanny Crosby (Brand, 1907) 7.7. While we have no true yellow
Chinensis peony, there frequently- appears in seedling beds a type of
flower having more or less merit on the order of Primevere, Laura Des
sert and Golden Dawn. Fanny Crosby is the Brand contribution to this
class. The flower opens early and the color effect is distinctly yellow.
The bloom is medium size and the prominent guard petals are a lovely
shade of soft pink, surrounding a dome of incurved petals that are deep
lemon yellow and more or less heavily tipped white. As the flower ages,
a crown develops and the color changes to white. The plant is medium
tall with strong upright habits and is a free and reliable bloomer. Some

seasons Fanny Crosby is unusually fine and is better than Primevere or
Laura Dessert.

Faribault (Brand, 1918) 7.8. Another peony that, like Brand's
Magnificent, came from the original seed bed but was not introduced
even when a large stock had accumulated because it was of such high
value for its cut-flowers. The blooms are very large, compact, rose type
and are produced freely on a medium tall plant of good habits. The
color is deep pink, a peculiar rose shade, with a silvery sheen, shading to
silvery white on the tips of the petals. A late bloomer that opens with
Marie Lemoine when good deep pink flowers are scarce. A vase of
Faribault, selected in the different stages of development, affords an
interesting color variation, and is strikingly effective under artificial light.

Florence Nightingale (Brand, 1907) 7.8. Where Florence
Nightingale can be successfully grown it is one of the most beautiful
white peonies. It is a very late variety and has not proved adaptable
to every climate. The flower is large and full double and rather sparsely
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set with irregularly placed petals of large size and even form. The color
is the purest white imaginable with an occasional slight tracing of red
on the center-band petals. A pleasing upright plant of graceful carriage.

Frances Willard (Brand, 1907) 9.1. When asked about Frances
Willard, Mr. Brand tersely remarked, "Now you're talking." The years
have proven this to be the most universally satisfactory of all the Brand
peonies. Good every year under all conditions, and sometimes a perfect
wonder. A very large, semi-double, white flower that opens in a flat
form, showing its golden stamens, and develops as the petals grow to
a rounded form, with a cupped center. When first opened, the bloom
is suffused with a delicate blush tint that changes to creamy white. The
center-band petals are occasionally marked with carmine. A strong and
healthy plant with sturdy stems and heavy dark green foliage. A free
and dependable bloomer in late mid-season.

Governor Johnson (Brand, 1907) 7.4. A tall growing, semi-
double red that has merit as a landscape plant but does not measure up
to our present standards. Recommended for discard.

Harriet Farnsley (Brand, 1907) 7.9. A very late, rose type
flower of light flesh-pink, similar in form and color to Mme. Emile Galle
but later and of better substance. - The large blooms are borne one on
a stem. A very pretty flower when you can get it, but the variety can
hardly be classed as dependable. Mr. Brand says of it, "I have seen very
beautiful flowers on Harriet Farnsley but something got the matter with
the roots and it went wrong. If one has good stock of it, it is a pretty
nice thing."

H. F. Reddick (Brand, 1907) 7.7. A brilliant dark crimson flower,
large, semi-rose type with its bright yeljpw stamens conspicuously inter
mingled with the petals. A medium tall, upright plant and a profuse
bloomer in mid-season. Again quoting Mr. Brand, "There are years when
H. F. Reddick is as good as Mary Brand. I have had them side by side
and it was hard to say which was the better."

Harriet Olney (Brand, 1920) 8.7. This striking variety is one
of the most desirable of all the single peonies ever introduced. A deep
pink that is different from all the others. The flowers are very large
with their long and evenly formed petals slightly cupped about the center
of rich golden stamens. The color is uniform deep old rose. The plant
is medium tall and erect and bears the immense blooms in such profusion
that the foliage appears shrouded with a blanket of flowers. A splendid
landscape variety.
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Helen Wolaver (Brand, 1918) 7.9. One of the few novelties
of the peony world. There is no other flower anywhere near like it.
The form of the bloom is true rose type. The guard petals are prominent
and stiff, pleasingly colored soft seashell pink and shaded with deeper
pink, or old rose. The variety is very late and the flowers rarely open
fully. The outer petals draw away, leaving a rosebud-shaped mass of
petals in the center of the same deep old rose color. The whole bloom
has such remarkable substance that it seems to be more a creation of
wax than a living flower. Very fragrant. The plant is medium height,
thrifty and upright and has good landscape habits.

The variety is slow to become established and rarely blooms typically
until the third or fourth year. In hot weather, the very late flowers
sometimes fail to open. One of the most interesting peonies where it
can be successfully grown.

Henry Avery (Brand, 1907)' 8.8. Sometimes this is one of the
most beautiful flowers of all the Brand peonies. Like many other good
peonies, it varies under different seasonal conditions, and there is consid
erable variation in the blooms on the same plant. At its best the flower
is very large, high-built crown type. The guards and center are delicate
flesh-pink and the variable collar of irregular narrow petals is bright
canary yellow, making a contrasting color effect that is delicate and
lovely. A medium free bloomer in late mid-season. Delicate rose fra
grance. Henry Avery is at its best on the show table where the flowers
are often seen developed to very large size, and strikingly beautiful
with its intensified coloring.

Jeannette Oppliger (Brand, 1913). A small flower of globular
bomb form. Light pink, shaded deeper pink at the base of the petals.
The blooms are borne singly on stiff, upright stems in mid-season. A
very pretty variety but not good enough. Recommended for discard.

Judge Berry (Brand, 1907) 8.6. Time has proven this to be

one of the very best of the Brand flowers. In a recent conversation,
Mr. Brand was asked to say what three of all their peonies he now
personally regards as their greatest varieties. Without hesitation he

named Frances Willard, Phoebe Cary and Judge Berry. Certainly they
are three wonderful peonies universally dependable, fool-proof, and with
out a fault. Judge Berry is the earliest large pink peony to bloom. In
fact it would be better known if it were not so early that it is rarely seen

in good form at the shows. It is a free bloomer and very reliable, rarely
having an off season. The flowers are very large and open out in flat,
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disk-like form. The long petals are soft light-pink, shading to white
and the effect is enlightened at the center by the glow of the golden
stamens. The plant growth is vigorous and healthy with stems that
gracefully droop under the weight of the immense blooms just enough
to let one look the flowers square in the face. There is no question about
the worth of Judge Berry.

Little Sweetheart (Brand, 1907) 7.5. A charming little peony
that appeals to those who can appreciate the midgets. A dwarf plant
of prim habits and nice, clean foliage that produces a profusion of flowers
in early mid-season. Its cute little blooms are of so-called bomb type,
with prominent guards and globular centers of incurved petals, uniform
lilac to hydrangea pink. A good variety for a low hedge planting.

Longfellow (Brand, 1907) 9.0. By the symposium ratings,
Longfellow has been adjudged the best of the many Brand reds. In all
the list of red peonies it stands second only to Philippe Rivoire. It is

distinctly different from that beautiful flower and in some respects a

more satisfactory peony. In color it has the purest clear red tone of
them all. Its flower is semi-double, compact and rather high-built, and
is a uniform bright crimson with little of the violet hue that is so hard
to get away from in red peonies. , The plant is medium tall and upright
but just a little stingy with its blooms.

So much has already been written about the Brand reds that it is

sufficient to say here that, if Mr. Brand had never introduced another
peony, the ten great reds from the original seed bed Longfellow, Richard
Carvel, Mary Brand, Lora Dexheimer, David Harum, Brand's Magnificent,
Winnifred Domme, Benjamin Franklin, Charles McKellip and Mellin
Knight would stand as a challenge to all the world for years to come.

Lora Dexheimer (Brand, 1913) 8.4. What shall we say about
this interesting red peony? We have studied the variety for many seasons

and are still in a quandary as to how to fairly value it. When Lora
Dexheimer is good, she is very good but sometimes she is not so good.
We have seen sizeable plantings of the variety with a perfect flower on
every stem and every bloom exactly alike and truly wonderful in their
perfect, symmetrical, semi-double rose form, and intense, brilliant crimson
coloring. In such form the variety would merit an equal or higher rating
than this great Philippe Rivoire. But again we have seen seemingly well
grown stock of it with only parts of the plants producing bloom. We
are not convinced that Lora Dexheimer is by nature a shy bloomer. We
prefer to believe that she is exclusive, or high-hatted so to speak, with
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a finicky disposition like some people. She is rarely at her best in a new
location until the third or fourth year. Then, if everything is to her
liking, she blooms forth in all her glory. Otherwise, she sulks. A happy
plant of Lora Dexheimer is well worth the effort.

Louisa Brand (Brand, 1913) 7.8. There is no doubt in our mind
about this one. Louisa Brand is one of the good Brand peonies, and
yet one of the least known. It received an unfortunate break early in
its career, when by some turn of fortune an untrue red peony was more
or less widely disseminated as Louisa Brand. This undoubtedly accounts
for the low symposium rating the variety received and the consequent
lack of interest in the flower since.

The variety is late, along with Grandiflora, and opens its blooms
well. The flower is medium to large in size, semi-double, of high-built
cone form. Its color is delicate light pink, shading to white. The plant
is medium tall and clean with good habits. Keen peony critics consider
this a very desirable variety. If by chance, your Louisa Brand has proved
to be the untrue red, by all means try for it again.

Lynda (Brand, 1907) 7.3. An erect, tall growing variety that
was introduced primarily on its promise of landscape possibilities. Its
flowers are high-built, loose crown' type, with reflexed guard petals.
White with a creamy tint in the collar. Recommended for discard.

Luetta Pfeiffer (Brand, 1916) 8.7. During the season of 1916,
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Pfeiffer of the Pfeiffer Nursery, Winona, Minn.,
visited the Brand plantings to see their new peonies. Of all the varieties
then in flower, they liked this seedling best and a sale of the entire stock
was arranged. The peony was named for Mrs. Pfeiffer and introduced
by the Pfeiffer Nursery that fall. Its subsequent symposium rating and
its present popularity have justified Mr. Pfeiffer's opinion of the seedling.
It is a very early bloomer on a plant of tall, vigorous growth. The
flowers are very large and deep, with scant broad petals loosely arranged
and intermingled with the stamens in such a way that the golden reflec
tion through the white flower, suffused blush-pink, creates an unusual
and lovely color tone. The garden effect of a thrifty plant of Luetta
Pfeiffer, with its wealth of huge blossoms gracefully poised like great
butterflies on the tips of the tall and willowy stems, wafted by the
gentlest breeze affords a weird charm that is unequalled.

Martha Bulloch (Brand, 1907) 9.1. This one peony more than
any other has made the name of Brand famous. At its best, it is about
the largest and most imposing flower of all the good peonies, often meas
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uring 9 to 12 inches across, yet it is refined in its texture and delicately
beautiful in its color tone. The immense blooms open in late mid-season,
and develop into a great shallow bowl, deep rose pink at the center and
shading to silvery shell pink toward .the edges. The plant is tall and
vigorous, amply proportioned to the flowers it bears. Martha Bulloch
has always proved to be a slow multiplier and though it was introduced
in 1907 it has only been in the last few seasons that there has been stock
available to supply the demand.

Mary Brand (Brand, 1907) 8.7. Everything considered, we be

lieve Mary Brand is the most satisfactory red of all the Brand varieties,
and possibly the most dependable red yet introduced. It is not as bright
as Longfellow but the flower is larger and it is a more profuse bloomer.
Its color is almost identical with Karl Rosefeld and it is as dependable
in every way as that variety. It is a better commercial flower because

it has a better bud. It is not as finicky as Lora Dexheimer. It holds
its form and beauty better than Richard Carvel. It has better color and
plant growth than Felix Crousse. It will give twice the amount of
bloom and is a more sightly plant than Philippe Rivoire. The flower
is large, semi-double, and is a vivid crimson that does not burn in the sun.

If Mr. Brand were to name a fourth variety to class with his selec

tion of the three greatest Brand peonies, we feel sure it would be Mary
Brand.

Moses Hull (Brand, 1907) 8.2. Some people like this peony very
much. It is a flower of large size and pleasing color, crown type, with
the guards and center deep rose pink, and a conspicuous collar of creamy
white. The plant is medium in height and stiff and upright in its
growth. The general effect of the whole plant is stiff, like Eugene
Verdier. Possibly too stiff to be graceful. A dependable mid-season
variety.

Mrs. Carew (Brand, 1907) 7.8. A free blooming variety with
large, full rose type flowers of silvery light pink, showing traces of red
on the center-band petals. A fairly good peony in every way. Its chief
appeal is its pronounced and pleasant fragrance.

Midnight (Brand, 1907) 7.3. The darkest red of all the Brand
peonies. The flower is very large, semi-double, with broad petalage. On
first opening, it is a deep shade of rich dark maroon that appears almost
black. Unfortunately it cannot stand in the hot sun and the petals burn
as the flower ages. In spite of this fault, the variety has always been

a popular peony and it sells freely. Recommended for discard.
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Mellin Knight (Brand, 1920). This fine dark red single peony
has not been rated by the Society but among the single varieties it meas

ures up to the same high standards as the other Brand reds. The flower
is rich dark red and the carpels "buried in the center of deep golden
stamens are tipped red, adding to the dark color effect. The petals are

medium in length and of heavy substance and hold their color well in
the hottest sun. The plant is tall and erect and carries its blooms in
pleasing style.

Mrs. A. G. Ruggles (Brand, 1913) 8.3. This good late flowering
peony is always pretty and some seasons exceptionally so. The flower
is large, semi-double, and opens in flat form. The petals are long and
fringed, producing a lacy effect, like a good Pasteur. The color is delicate
lilac-white, shading to white. A strong plant that blooms late. Delicate
rose fragrance.

Mrs. Jennie R. Gowdy (Brand, 1920) 7.9. If the truth were
known, we believe this peony has been a disappointment to Mr. Brand.
It has proved to be one of the erratic varieties that in certain seasons is

a wonder flower but at other times is just another peony. When at its
best, Mrs. Jennie R. Gowdy is distinctly different from any other variety
and is very beautiful. The flower is large and globular in form, with
white petals, so minutely peppered with red as to produce a pink effect.
The center-band petals bear heavy blotches of red. The whole flower
has a slight ruffled appearance that is distinctive. The plant is vigorous
but spreading in its growth. An interesting variety for the collector
who wants the novelties and is willing to take the bitter along with
the sweet. It is hardly a satisfactory peony for a first planting.

Old Silver Tip (Brand, 1918) 7.4. The name itself very aptly
depicts the character of this flower. The color of the bloom, a deep
madder-red, is a different shade from any other red, and the petals are

uniformly edged with silver. So well done is this shading that it is pleas

ing rather than objectionable. The flowers are very large, and are borne
on a plant of good habits. Recommended for discard.

Phoebe Cary (Brand, 1907) 8.8. Mr. Brand recently stated that
he now regarded Phoebe Cary as one of the three greatest Brand peonies.
Both the plant and the flower have all the requisites of a great peony
and the test of years has revealed no faults. The plant is tall and vigorous
in its growth, with clean, light green foliage and stems. The flowers
are very uniform in their form and quality, medium to large in size
and full double, rose type. Their color is a distinct shade of old rose
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pink, with a lavender tone. In all, a refined and beautiful flower that
is late, with Marie Lemoine and Grandiflora, but always opens good and
is pleasingly fragrant. The variety is a free and dependable bloomer
and one of the very best for cutting because of the uniform quality of
the blooms and the long, clean stems. Phoebe Cary is entitled to a rating
well above 9.0.

Prince of Darkness (Brand, 1907) 7.5. Another "black" peony
in the color class with M. Martin Cahuzac and Midnight. It is a large,
loose, semi-double flower of dark maroon color, not quite as dark as

Midnight and not as rich in its tone as Cahuzac, but a better grower
and a freer bloomer than that variety. Like Midnight, it is a rich flower
when it first opens, but has a tendency to burn in the sun.

Richard Carvel (Brand, 1913) 8.8. This wonderful flower is

the first double red peony to bloom, and its color never fails to attract
attention. The flower is large and rather loosely built, with prominent
guard petals and a globular center of incurved petals. The color is uni
form, clear bright crimson that does not fade. The plant is medium
tall and thrifty, with graceful stems that support the blooms well up
above the foliage. A mature plant of Richard Carvel in full flower at
the very beginning of the season makes a striking garden picture. The
early period of bloom and the fact that it has no stamens to darken make
it a valuable commercial cut-flower variety.

Ruth Brand (Brand, 1907) 7.9. If mass production principles
are ever applied to peony culture, Ruth Brand will be a great peony.
Where a good, free blooming variety with large flowers of pleasing color
is wanted, it is hard to beat. The blooms are compact, globular, bomb
type. The color is soft lavender pink, shaded with a deeper pink. The
plant is a vigorous and rapid grower with clean foliage and beautiful
buds, and will produce more good flowers per plant than any other pink
peony we know. Unfortunately it has a spreading habit of growth,
and the flowers lack the "it" of a top-notch variety.

Rose Here (Brand, 1907) 7.4. A medium sized flower of dark
rose red that has two rows of prominent guard petals surrounding the
center of narrower petals, many of which show a stripe of white at
the center. Recommended for discard.

Sisters Annie (Brand, 1907) 7.7. A very pretty semi-double
flower of deep, flat form. The ends of the petals are laciniated, producing
a fringed effect. The ground color is delicate shell-pink, suffused with
deep rose. The plant is vigorous and free flowering, but the blooms
lack the refinement of a high class peony.
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Susan B. Anthony (Brand, 1907). A loosely arranged, semi-
double flower of medium size. Pinkish white, changing to white as the
bloom ages. The variety has no symposium rating, but Mr. Brand says
it is not good enough, now. .

William Penn (Brand, 1907) 7.9. With the possible exception
of Martha Bulloch, William Penn is the largest flower of all the Brand
peonies. The mammoth blooms are very compact, semi-double, and so

very heavy that, notwithstanding the. vigorous growth of the plant, the
stems break down and must be supported to keep the flowers off the
ground. The color is deep rose-pink, shading lighter at the edges of
the petals.

Winnifred Domme (Brand, 1913) 8.3. With such a list of red

peonies as have already been described, it would seem that there was
little place left for another red, yet in Winnifred Domme, Mr. Brand
discovered a flower that is different from all the others and equally as

desirable. The variety is a dwarf in its growth and produces its blooms
on strong, upright stems. They are medium to large in size, full double,
with broad, reflexed guard petals and compact, globular centers. The
color is intense cherry red, the lightest and brightest of them all. Bloom
ing as it does in the height of the season, Winnifred Domme, with its
wealth of flowers, adds a brilliant spot of color to the already gorgeous
display.

ORIGINATIONS OF A. M. BRAND
Rating 1925 9.0 Mrs. F. A. Goodrich 1928

Blanche King 9-0 M"" Frank Beach Mrs- Deane Funk
o n rn /-u . Mrs. Harriet Gentry Commander9.0 Ella Christiansen , , .., . ' v-ommanuer
9 1 Hansina Brand

9,0 M"" John M" KIeitsch President Coolidge
9^ Hazel Kinney 91 Mrs. Romaine B. Vare Rcv. H. Tragitt
8.9 Laverne Christman 9 1 My"le Anders Fields
9.6 Mrs. A. M. Brand 8.9 V'"0ry ChatMU Crinkled White

1 merry President Lincoln

Blanche King (A. M. Brand, 192 5) 9.0. This charming seedling
was named by Mr. Brand in appreciation of the loyal services of an

equally charming member of his office force. It made its debut in elite
society at the National Peony Show at London, Ont., in 1922 and was
granted an Award of Merit by the American Peony Society. The flower
was greatly admired, and so insistent were the demands made upon Mr.
Brand by some of his friends for plants that although the stock of the
variety was limited, he consented to furnish three divisions that fall.
No further plants were sold until the variety was formally introduced
as one of his "baker's dozen" of 1925. It is a full double flower of
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large size and globular form after the style of Claire Dubois, with large,
overlapping incurved petals. The color is almost the same shade of
brilliant, deep pink that has made old Edulis Superba a desirable flower,
and is uniform throughout, with a glistening sheen. It holds its beauty
well in the garden and is especially lovely when the flower is cut in the
bud and opened inside. The plant is medium tall with upright habits and
stems sufficiently strong to support the heavy blooms. A dependable
bloomer in late mid-season. Like Lillian Gumm, Blanche King is destined
to become one of our greatest show peonies.

Ella Christiansen (A. M. Brand, 1925) 9.0. The scarcest things
among our peonies at the present time are really good deep pinks. We
need more of them. In Ella Christiansen, Mr. Brand has given us one of
the very best, so desirable and so dependable in every way that it seems

destined to make a place for itself along with Frances Willard, Phoebe
Cary and Judge Berry as a truly great variety. It is not quite as deep
a pink as Blanche King. The flower' is very large, full double, true rose

type. Its long, narrow petals graduate shorter toward the middle form
ing a cupped center. The color is uniform throughout and holds well
throughout the life of the bloom. In all, the flower has strong character
and yet is refined in detail. The plant is tall and vigorous, with very
long and sufficiently strong stems. A profuse and dependable mid-season
bloomer that usually opens a perfect bloom on every stem even on young
plants. When available at reasonable price, Ella Christiansen should
become a desirable commercial cut-flower variety.

Hansina Brand (A. M. Brand, 1925) 9.1. The tentative rating
of this new peony already places it on the list of the world's best varieties,
but we predict even higher honors for it when it is better known. It
is a wonder flower, a real masterpiece that has everything desirable in
a peony great size, beautiful form, distinct and wonderful coloring.
The plant is tall and vigorous and bears its glorious blooms proudly on
long, clean stems. The color is almost indescribable, a soft, glistening
flesh pink on first opening, with a salmon glow in the depths, that
changes to a pinker Solange tone, which flower it resembles more than
any other. But Solange often has unsightly buds that sometimes fail
to open well, while Hansina Brand is more dependable and comes good
every year. Though still new, it already appears as one of the outstand
ing flowers at nearly every important show.

Hazel Kinney (A. M. Brand, 1925) 9.0. Another dependable
late mid-season variety that is proving itself worthy of a place among
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the very best. It is a large flower of deep, true rose form, with broad,
imbricated petals symmetrically arranged. The color is uniform hy
drangea pink, very delicate and clear. The plant is medium height, with
clean light green foliage. A profuse bloomer with delicate and pleasing
fragrance. Its ample size, superb form and lovely color tones make this
another wonderful show flower.

Laverne Chrjstman (A. M. Brand, 192 5) 8.9. Mr. Brand has

well described this beautiful flower as similar to Therese in its color, form,
and general makeup. We well remember the variety when it was shown
for the first time at the St. Paul Show in 1923 along with Mrs. A. M.
Brand, Myrtle Gentry, Mrs. John M. Kleitsch and the host of other
wonderful seedlings. It was selected by the judges as a flower of highest
quality and was granted an Award of Merit by the American Peony
Society. The blooms were very large and rather loosely formed, with
long, broad petals of good substance. The color was lovely soft, deep

pink, shading lighter toward the end of the petals. The whole flower
carried an air of refinement and charm that was most impressive.

Mrs. A. M. Brand (A. M.' Brand, 192 5) 9.6. The Gold Medal
Peony that on its rating is the outstanding American introduction and
stands with Le Cygne and Kelways Glorious as one of the three greatest
whites. The flower was shown in perfect form at St. Paul in 1923.
It was the sensation of the show and was awarded a Gold Medal by the
American Peony Society. The variety is very late, one of the very last
peonies to bloom. The flower is a superb pure white with strong character
and regal style. It opens in a flat, true rose form with its broad even
petals clear glistening white throughout and of remarkable waxy sub
stance. The plant itself is in keeping with the quality of its bloom,
medium tall and vigorous with graceful, erect stems and heavy light
green foliage. The variety in every way measures up to our revised
standards of peony excellence and well merits the honors accorded it.
Mr. Brand, in his recent appraisal, says: "I believe it is everything we
have claimed for it. As soon as it becomes generally distributed and the
plants allowed to age, it will come into its own as a flower of great size,

perfect color and form."
Mrs. F. A. Goodrich (A. M. Brand, 1925) 9.0. It is difficult

indeed, to convey by words the distinctive merits of these new Brand
peonies. All are of the same high quality yet each is distinctly different.
We quote again Mr. Brand's own recent appraisal of this variety which
was selected as a seedling by F. A. Goodrich himself to be named for
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his wife, "I think this one of the best of the lot. The form of the
flower is superb. A true rose shape, great, broad, heavy petals."

Mrs. F. A. Goodrich is the same type of flower as a good Solange,
large, compact, high-built and globular, with a cupped center. The
guard petals are broad, even and well differentiated, and the center
petals are narrower and of great substance. In color, it is very different
from Solange. A uniform bright but soft deep pink, shading deeper
toward the center. The plant is medium tall and vigorous, with good
upright stems. The blooms open almost as late as Mrs. A. M. Brand
and are delicately fragrant. In all, a beautiful peony, very imposing
in the garden and at its best on the show table.

On its first showing at the National Show, London, Ont., in 1922,
the variety was granted an Award of Merit by the American Peony
Society.

Mrs. Frank Beach (A. M. Brand, 1925) 9.0. Another wonder
white that was first shown at London, Ont., in 1922 along with Blanche
King and Mrs. F. A. Goodrich and likewise received an Award of Merit
by the American Peony Society. The flower is distinctly different
from Mrs. A. M. Brand and is regarded almost as highly by those who
know it well. It is a late mid-season variety that blooms profusely even
on young plants and is sweetly fragrant. The blooms are very large,
flat rose type, with distinctive laciniated petals that give a lacy effect
after the style of Jubilee, and like that variety are purest creamy-white
throughout. The flowers, fully as large as those of Jubilee are borne
rigidly erect on a dwarf but vigorous plant.

The four finest white peonies in all the world today are probably
Le Cygne, Kelways Glorious, Mrs. A. M. Brand and Mrs. Frank Beach.
What a quartette they make! All pure white yet each one distinctly
different in season, form and habit.

Mrs. Harriet Gentry (A. M. Brand, 192 5) 9.1. After two such
white flowers as Mrs. A. M. Brand and Mrs. Frank Beach, what is there
left to say about another? Yet in Mrs. Harriet Gentry, Mr. Brand has

given us a third pure white flower of the same high quality but quite dif
ferent in its detail. This bloom is large, high-built, rose type with its
large petals arranged in wonderful perfection. A greenish reflection from
the center and at the base of the petals adds a delightful freshness to
the otherwise glistening white and adds a Le Cygne touch to its makeup.
A strong, free blooming plant that flowers late and always opens well.

Mr. Brand likens Mrs. Harriet Gentry to a good Mireille, a superb
flower but rarely seen because the variety opens so poorly.
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In 192 5 it was our privilege to see these wonderful seedlings bloom
ing on mature plants in the plantings at Faribault. For two days in
the field and in the show room we tried to satisfy ourselves as to which
were the good ones and which the poor ones of the lot. We finally de

cided that Mrs. Harriet Gentry was the odd one of the thirteen that
might have been eliminated. On our return home we were presented a

carefully packed box containing several buds each of all the varieties
with which to verify our good report on the flowers to our friends back
home. When these buds were opened and our little flower show set up,
lo! Mrs. Harriet Gentry was voted to be the finest of the lot.

Mrs. John M. Kleitsch (A. M. Brand, 1925) 9.0. This beautiful
pink variety was among those exhibited at the St. Paul Show in 1923

along with the other seedlings that received the medals and awards from
the American Peony Society. At the time the judging was done, this seed

ling, which is a very late sort, was not fully open. On the third day
of the show the flowers had opened full, and they were the most ad

mired blooms in all the show.
The flower is full double, rose type, with petals, that are long, broad

and painted, and of refined texture, perfectly arranged to form a cupped
center. The color is a medium shade of pink, or violet rose, with a

distinct lavender cast. The plant is medium tall, with good habits and
good stems. Mrs. ]olm M. Kleitsch has already made an enviable record
in the show room and is one of the most popular varieties of all the lot.

Mrs. Romaine B. Ware (A. M. Brand, 1925) 9.1. On account of
its smaller size, this beautiful variety is hardly as gorgeous in its floral
display as the others of the lot, but it appeals to us as being one of the
sweetest little peonies ever grown. , It is a medium sized, true rose form
bloom with a charming rosebud effect at the center. The color is deli
cate flesh-pink, shading lighter at the outer edge and deeper at the middle
of the flower. The plant itself is in perfect keeping with the dainty
blooms it bears, rather below the medium in height and with slender
but strong stems, a very dependable and free bloomer in mid-season that
throws a perfect flower on every stem and delicately fragrant.

Myrtle Gentry (A. M. Brand, 1925) 9.1. When the judges of
the St. Paul Show in 1923 awarded the Gold Medal to the seedling Mrs. A.
M. Brand, they chose this variety as a close second and awarded it the
Silver Medal. The character of the two flowers are entirely different. Mm.
A. M. Brand is a very large, strong featured flower of heavy substance
and stiff, regal carriage, while Myrtle Gentry is a flower of more refined
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detail, with perfect form, graceful carriage, dainty coloring and a

wonderful sweet fragrance. In many gardens it is the preferred variety.
The symmetrically formed flowers are perfect rose type with broad,
rounded petals of delicate yet ample substance, perfectly imbricated
and so graduated as to form a beautiful cupped center. The color is

rose-white, shading to dainty light pink at the center, and suffused with
tints of flesh and salmon, giving an opalescent effect such as we admire
in Tourangelle. The plant is vigorous and healthy yet refined in every
detail and carries its flowers with graceful poise. Miss Gentry chose

well when she selected this lovely peony to bear her name.
Victory Chateau Thierry (A. M. Brand, 1925) 8.9. Another

masterpiece of peony breeding that is different from the other beautiful
flowers. It is the earliest of all these new seedlings, so early, in fact, that
good blooms have seldom been seen on the show tables. Mr. Brand says

of it: "This, I think, is my best flower."
Victory Chateau Thierry is a very large flower, of loose, semi-

double, rose type, that has immense, broad outer petals, evenly rounded
and of great substance, like the petals in Lady Alexandra Duff. The collar
petals are shorter and irregular, surrounding a deep cupped center. The
color is delicate light pink, with salmon shadings reflected from the
concealed stamens, and blending to deeper rose-pink at the heart. In
all, a light, airy flower of refined and pleasing style, produced on a

medium tall plant of upright growth and graceful stems.

Mrs. Deane Funk (A. M. Brand, 1928). Our attention was first
attracted to this beautiful peony, when we saw it blooming in the Brand
planting at Faribault, during the season of 1925, as seedling No. 20-22.
There, it appeared to have the best color of any of the new pinks. Mr.
Brand graciously consented to send us a plant that fall, so we have come
to know the variety well. It is a large, semi-double flower of rather
loose form, somewhat after the style of Phyllis Kelway, but much bet
ter done. The guards and outer petals are large and very broad, sur
rounding a collar of bright golden stamens. These, in turn, enclose the
cupped center of large, incurving petals. The color is bright, clear
pink, of the Walter Faxon tone, gloriously lighted up by the collar of
yellow stamens. On the show table, the coloring is even more brilliant
than, :it shows in the field. The plant is vigorous, medium tall, with
good habits, and flowers profusely in mid-season.

When rated, Mrs. Deane Funk will undoubtedly measure up in every
particular to the introductions of 192 5.
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Commander (A. M. Brand, 1928). A very late red that Mr.
Brand assures us is a worthy addition to the already long list of Brand
reds. It is a large, high-built flower, very compact in its makeup. It is
best described as a rose type peony of the cone shape. The color is
uniform. Solferino red. A vigorous, upright plant and a sure bloomer.

President Coolidge (A. M. Brand, 1928). This interesting peony
is another late flowering variety that is different from any other peony
ever introduced. It differs not alone in the details of its bloom but it
has a distinctive and peculiar way of carrying its flowers that produces
a wonderful landscape effect. The flowers are large in size and are a
uniform shade of lavender-pink. The petals are very broad and rounded
and are symmetrically placed. The guards are prominent and stand out
from the balance of the flower, making it very attractive from a distance,
and the center finishes with a striking rosebud effect.

Rev. H. Tragitt (A. M. Brand, 1928). Dwarf, or low-growing
peonies are desirable plants for landscape use and we need more of the good
ones. There are several good dwarf pinks, and in Winnifred Domme,
Mr. Brand has given us at least one good red. Now, in Rev. H. Tragitt,
we have an equally good white. The plant is about the same height as

Mrs. Romaine B. Ware, and is very erect with short strong stems that
hold the large white blooms straight up, all on the same level. The
variety is a profuse bloomer and its wealth of flowers cover the plant
with a blanket of white. The bloom is high-built and globular, of the
Avalanche form, and like that flower, shows a minute trace of red on the
center-band petals. A dependable bloomer even on young plants.

Flanders Fields (A. M. Brand, 1928). There are many single
peonies to choose from in our present list of varieties, but only a few of
them are distinct and outstanding flowers. Flanders Fields was under test
in the plantings at Faribault eight years before it was introduced, and each

year it proved to be an exceptional peony. Two rows of most brilliant
red petals, rich and velvety in appearance, and of great substance,
stand out flat about a prominent center of golden stamens. A mature
plant of Flanders Fields in full flower in the garden lights up the pic
ture with a brilliancy that is unequaled.

Krinkled White (A. M. Brand, 1928). This unique single white
flower is a sister seedling to Flanders Fields. It was grown in the same

seed bed, selected at the same time and has undergone the same crucial
tests. The variety is first noticeable in the bud, which resembles much
the bud of a pale pink tulip just ready to open. The bud is comparatively
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small and beautiful in effect. As it opens it expands and develops into
a large flower, with great, broad, pure white petals, that are crinkled
like crepe paper, surrounding the center of golden stamens. The plant
stems are long, slender and straight and carry the flowers gracefully.
This peony attracted much favorable comment when shown for the
first time at the Des Moines National Show, and was granted an Award
of Merit by the American Peony Society.

President Lincoln (A. M. Brand, 1928). Mr. Brand regards this
as the most worthy single variety yet introduced. A word description of
it reads much like that of any other red single, but there is an indescrib
able something in the plant and flower that is as outstanding as was the
character of the great man whose name it bears. The plant is very tall,
with long, stiff stems that hold the blooms very erect. The flower has two
rows of great, long, broad petals that are of great substance, and a daz
zling shade of deep brilliant red.

This unusual flower was deemed worthy of introduction at the
highest price ever asked for a single type peony.

+« )»*.

Peony Bloom, 1931
By W. T. Sanger, Richmond, Va.

Those
who went through the gripping drought of 1930 looked

forward to the blooming season of 1931 with some trepidation.
Fears were numerous that there would be "multiple eye," dwarf

growth, scant bloom, and more evidence of disease.
In our small test garden of about one hundred and seventy-five

varieties the appearance and development of peonies were noted with
especial interest last spring. The first impression was that the plants did
not show the usual strength of growth and size of bloom. For most
varieties such early misgivings turned out to be unfounded, due perhaps
to some slight watering which was done last summer and to the most
excellent season of the past spring.

Preceded by officinalis, tenuifolia, flora plena, lobata and several
others, officinalis rubra came to perfection of bloom on May 17 fol
lowed two days later by Nellie, Pride of Langport, Cherry Hill, Umbelat-
ta Rosea, Festiva Maxima, Rosette, Le Jour, Beauty's Mask and others.
The late spring explains the short interval between officinalis and chinen-
sis. In 1930 our bloom was ten days earlier than this season.

We thought practically all of the varieties bloomed a bit smaller
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than usual. This was noticed especially in Festiva Maxima, Le Cygne,
and Edulis Superba. On the whole, because of the late spring, stems were
longer than usual but not as stocky. Foliage was splendid in every way.

On May 24 visitors to the garden admired Reine Hortense, Festiva
Maxima, Welcome Guest, L'Etincelante, Rosette, and Pride of Langport.

One part of the garden is in afternoon shade. Bloom on the plants
there we thought a little better in quality and size than the unshaded
portion of the garden. This protection from the sun last summer was
reflected in the late dying down of the plants last fall as compared with
the remainder of the garden. It is probable that partial shade in the South
is generally advisable.

Late mid-season is about as late as one can expect the highest grade
bloom here. Such varieties as Baroness Schroeder, Alsace Lorraine,
Frances Willard, Sarah Bernhardt, Evening Glow, Lillian Gumm come
to perfection and occasionally when the sun is not too warm and the
season not too late the later varieties flower equally well. It is fair to
say that with us this year Reine Hortense was more admired than any
other bloom. It was truly perfeetion in size and quality. Of the reds

Philippe Rivoire, Grover Cleveland, and Longfellow tested highest al

though Cherry Hill, Richard Carvel, and Karl Rosefeld did well. Adolph
Rosseau ranked with Felix Cronsse, while Mons. Martin Cahuzac attract
ed attention.

No attempt here is made to rank the varieties according to merit;
it is rather to give some general impressions of the blooming season just
passed. After about seven years with a number of the leading varieties,
it is obvious that without any special treatment except perhaps shal
low planting peonies, unless quite late varieties, do about as well on the
average in this section of the country as elsewhere. Many of our varie
ties bloom just about the same as in other communities, at least as far
as can be judged from the type of bloom shown at the national and other
shows.

Handling Peonies in Montana
George A. Helterline, Plains, Mont.

I am much pleased with the Bulletins of the past year.
I see that the eastern states have suffered from the great drought

the past year. We have these conditions most every year but every
body irrigates here and thinks nothing of it. I have found that keeping
peonies well watered means plenty of big flowers the following year.
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Garden of Mrs. Joseph H. Sellwood on a bank which was a useless part of the yard up
to eight years ago. Here is where peonies exhibited at last year's National grew.
The buds shown in the picture are the very buds that went to the show.

How I Won the Silver Medal at the
1930 National Show.

By Mrs. Joseph H. Sellwood, Duluth, Minn.

You
suggested writing an article on how I won the Silver Medal

at the 1930 National. I wonder when I think of telling the
public such a story if there is not just a little too much senti

ment tied up in our garden to make it interesting to regular peony
people.

In the year 1923, we had exactly four peony plants in our yard,
three Sarah Bernhardts and one Felix Crousse, just three years of age,
purchased from Judge Cutting, one of Duluth's pioneer peony growers.
This particular year, the show was being staged by members of the
State Horticultural Society in the First National Bank Building. On
the morning of the show, when my husband was about to leave for his
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work, he mentioned that there was a peony show being staged down
town and perhaps one more vase of flowers would help a bit and urged
me to sacrifice some of the much adored blooms. I cut five, and five
only Sarah Bernhardts, and sent them on their way with no idea of
how they would display them.

BLUE RIBBON AT FIRST SHOWING

Up to that date I had never attended a peony show but in the
afternoon I went down to see how it was done. In the center of the
room the table of five pinks held sway and in the midst of them set

my five "Divine Sarahs" with a blue ribbon clinging to the container.
It took several trips around the table to convince me that it could be

my good fortune to win such a place. I won Mr. Brand's prize and
Mrs. Kimball helped me choose the varieties. They were Phoebe Cary,
Frances Willard and Christine Gowdy. I exhibited each following year
and Sarah Bernhardt continued to hold first place.

In 1926 I entered four classes with blooms from the same four
plants, namely: class of three blooms, red, with Felix Crousse, five blooms
red, Felix Crousse, three blooms pink, Sarah Bernhardt and a basket of
"Sarahs." I won first place in each and survived the shock of winning
sweepstake with Sarah Bernhardt.

PHOEBE CARY LOVELIEST BLOOM

This was enough encouragement to last, so in 1927 I was able to
enter in a larger class with a larger number of blooms and so on step

by step until in 1930 when the National Show was held here in Duluth I
entered the advanced amateur class with forty-three varieties which
brought the Silver Medal. I do not think that Sarah Bernhardt did so

well for me in 1930 as in former years. I think Phoebe Cary was by
far the loveliest bloom on my table. The peonies displayed in this entry
were grown on the back portion of a fifty-foot lot and a comparatively
small portion at that, on a slope with good drainage, rather particular
soil made mostly of clay, coal ashes and cinders; and I have quite occa
sionally unearthed scrap iron. I have not been scientific about my
maneuvers but have been deeply interested and enthusiastic. I hope
the story of my experience may encourage others to join in the cultiva
tion of this beautiful flower which gives so much and asks so little.
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Bower of Beauty at Flower Show
Extracts from Reviews of the Barre Flower Growers' Associ

ation Exhibit.

The
Barre (Vermont) Flower Growers' Association entertained con

tinuously from the opening of this season's first show in the
armory at 3 o'clock yesterday afternoon up until a late hour

last evening, and patronage promised to be much greater today.

Whereas the show is not quite as large as some others held in the
armory by the association, it is considered by exhibitors and judges to
be the best yet held by the local organization, with large displays of
splendid flowers of many varieties beautifully arranged. Visitors to the
show last evening exclaimed with delight at its many attractions.

An unusually fine display of roses characterized the show and many
large and beautiful peonies bloomed triumphantly, contrary to some

expectation. A striking new feature at the show was that of six niches
along the eastern wall, each niche containing a vase of flowers for com
petition in arrangement. This idea was brought by Mrs. Donald Smith
from a recent show in New York Gity and received deserved approval.

peonies, larkspur and lupines in first vase

Mrs. W. S. Martin won the first prize for this arrangement of
flowers, hers being a big bouquet of peonies, delphiniums and lupines, in
a silver vase. Mrs. George Gates won second prize and Miss Elizabeth
White won third prize for their arrangements. Mrs. Gates had peonies
and maidenhair ferns and Miss White had foxgloves, maidenhair ferns
and garden heliotrope.

The John Pressley Memorial Prize for the best display of peonies
went this time to Mrs. Mabel Giffin, who had the best of that variety,
and who won the greatest number of points with her exhibits. She had
the largest peony on display at the show, a fine Claire Dubois. Other
beautiful peonies were those exhibited, not for competition, by Mrs.
John Pressley and those entered by the Robinson gardens of Williams-
town.

The Gardenside Nurseries of Sheldon exhibited one of the larger
groups of flowers, occupying space six feet wide along the armory floor
in front of the stage. A setting of beautiful evergreens was beautiful
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by numbers of plants arranged in pieces of turf and sods. A variety
of kind and color made a charming exhibit. The Emslie Flower Company
showed the effect of flowers well-arranged in baskets on a table contain
ing several varieties.

ATTRACTIVE DISPLAY IS GARDEN NOOK

One of the best displays was that of a garden nook, or vista, by
Mrs. Donald Smith. It was beneath the stairway at the right of the
stage and had entailed a great deal of intricate work. Old stones had been

used to form a wall, within which a number of fine peonies were grow
ing, banked by small evergreens. In the foreground a Dubois fence
enclosed several varieties of smaller flowers that were separated from the
peonies by a gravel walk. At the left of a miniature walk in the center
of the display stood Mrs. Smith's statue of a gazing boy. Altogether,
it formed an entrancing scene.

A table at the right of the hall as the visitors entered held four
models of gardens, submitted by Ralph Gates, Flora Venable, Robert
Malvern and Mrs. Donald Smith, Mrs. Smith's not for competition. The
other three took prizes in the order named.

Sweet peas and zinnias, grown out-of-doors, were among the attrac
tive single displays of excellence, and an especially fine display of pansies
was made at the novice table. Some of the pansies were the largest ever
shown at the Barre show. This table also bore a bouquet of first class

Sweet Williams and others.

Justice to the show's excellence demands a person's presence so

beautiful are the many different kinds and colors of flowers shown. It
is without doubt the finest show of the Barre Flower Growers' Associa
tion thus far, and one of which the association's officials are proud. W.
H. Hosmer is president of the association sponsoring the show and Mrs.
George Gates was the chairman of the show.

MUCH INTEREST SHOWN

It was the most successful show the association has conducted,
from the standpoint of the interest shown by the public. The Barre
show has become known for its originality and many have come from
near-by towns and cities to see what new ideas are expressed.

Last year the spring show had 281 tagged exhibits, and this year
the number had increased to 381, showing the growth of the interest in
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a year. A year ago there were 57 first prize ribbons given out, 52 sec

ond prize ribbons, and 39 third prize ribbons. This year there were 64

of the first prize ribbons, 65 second prize ribbons, and 46 for the third
prizes. There were 28 special prize ribbons last year, but only 27 this
year.

The judge of the different exhibits was Harold Gavel of the F. H.
Hosford Nurseries in Charlotte.

-HB

A Communication from Kansas
By Edith A. Garlock, Wichita, Kansas

Enclosed
you will find check for $3.15 for the new Peony Manual.

Intended sending earlier but neglected it until I saw it mention
ed this morning in the new Bulletin. I don't know what this

Manual contains, but I do wish it would tell us why peonies are rated
as they are. For instance, why does Edulis Superba rate only 7.6, when
it apparently has so many good qualities? And if it has been super
seded by something else, what is that? Before I saw much of it, I
thought perhaps the fact that it comes right for Decoration Day in the
North (it is about two weeks too early here) made it more popular; but
this spring, having discovered there was a grower about ten miles north
of the city who has many lovely peonies, I was eager to see them in
bloom and suggested to a group of Garden Club members, with whom
I happened to be on a field trip, that we drive out there.

I have myself about a thousand plants (mostly only two-year-olds
over 75 varieties, and most of them above 8.8). It happened none of

the other members knew one peony from another, so I was not only
intensely interested in the blossoms especially those I "knew" only
from reading about but also interested in their reactions to the flowers.
Unanimously, they passed up lightly higher rating peonies, and gasped and
sniffed when they came to some fine four-year-old plants of Edulis
Superba, so I am green enough to ask: Why was it ever rated so low,
and if it is too low, why must it stay so? I can guess why Rubra
Superba might be rated low for I've heard it takes a long time to get
established and doesn't always bloom, but I don't see any fault that
Edulis Superba has.
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PLANTING INTENDED FOR CUT FLOWERS
My planting I intended for cut flowers (and I bought many kinds

because it was the only way I knew to become acquainted with varieties
so few people know or care what they have) . They bloom usually be

tween May 14th and Decoration Day (the time they will be mostly need

ed). So while the early blooming varieties can be stored, other things
being equal, I prefer those blooming mid-season to late, and those with
good keeping qualities, of course, and I like fragrance and substance.
This spring there was the first opportunity I had had to notice what
"look well" with people. I sold very few, not wishing to sacrifice the
long stems and leaves didn't even advertise but being on a well
traveled road only three miles from the center of town, the peonies
advertised themselves, and I could have sold a good many. I was led
to suppose that pink was the only color in demand, but I found many
people "wild about" the reds. As nearly as I could judge, the follow
ing seemed especially practical: Felix Crousse, Sarah Bernhardt, Claire
Dubois, Livingstone, Grandiflora, Reive Hortense, Albert Crousse,
Chestine Cowdy, Milton Hill, Walter Faxon (if it keeps well) and
Marie Lemoine now why is that only 8.5? When my 25 two-year-old
plants bloomed this spring, I thought the blossoms the most beautiful
white ones I had ever seen so large and perfectly symmetrical, pure
creamy white as if carved out of ivory.

NO PERFECT BLOOM OF LE CYGNE
While I have Le Cygne, I doubt if I've ever had even one normally

perfect blossom. However, I don't see how it could surpass Marie
Lemoine.

Have 15 plants of Therese and they were a pretty sight in bloom,
too, also Mons. Jules Elie, Mme. Auguste Dessert, Lady Duff, James Kel-
tvay and many others that were too early to cut for immediate sale,

but got in some early advertising.
Karl Rosefeld is beautiful but it doesn't seem to bloom as freely

for me as Longfellow and Mary Brand. (The soil is sandy loam.) But
I was very much pleased with my 10 plants of L'Eclatante such a rich
dark red and late blooming too. (I neglected to find if it kept well when

cut.) Now why, again, is that so poor as not even to have a description
in the Manual? In rating a peony, wouldn't it be possible to divide up
the points? Then if rated low because it didn't always bloom well, but
it happened to do well in your locality, then for all practical puposes,
the peony would rate higher for you.
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Peonies in Virginia
By Geo. W. Peyton, Rapidan, Va.

I
have recently returned from a long vacation dating back to
October of last year and I missed the entire blooming season so
can say very little about it. You know we had nearly two years

of very severe dry weather which did not finally end until this spring.
The deficiency in rainfall amounted to twenty-four inches last year and
it has not yet been anything like made up. However, we have had
good rain this year and while the springs have not yet come back to
their full flow, yet we have had enough to keep things going. The
effects of the drought were in many instances quite serious. But the
peonies stood it excellently, all things considered. I note the growth
is not so tall as it usually is and that stems are rather more bending.
The bloom was very fine, in fact finer than usual. But from the seed

pods I see on varieties that almost never seed, there must have been a

lack of petalage in the flowers which may have lent them added beauty
in many instances.

The very late ones bloomed to perfection, Solange being especially
fine. Mrs. A. M. Brand which never before had deigned to show us her
beauty, opened splendidly which fact I promptly wrote Mr. Brand.
My wife thought it one of the three finest things in the garden. Kelway's
Glorious was the first and the new Dessert -Doriat variety Odile being
the second. The latter my wife long thought she would have to place
ahead of Kelway's Glorious but finally it had to take second place in
her estimation. She is a mighty good judge of beauty in flowers.
Odile is a fine flower. It has splendid stems, medium tall, late mid-
season, flower of true rose form in every sense, the blooms looking like
an immense light pink rose. Its fragrance is rose but not very strong.
It is a fine grower and increaser. I hope I am going to make something
out of it. I have a lot of splendid plants.

I was much disappointed that Wassenberg and Beckmann did not
exhibit it at Fort Wayne as both have it I think, in fact I know it as

they have put it on the market at $20 retail. Its color is much like
that of Cornelia Shaylor. I do not think it has quite as much color as

Tourangelle. You know Dessert described it as Tourangelle brought to
perfection.

1929 PLANTINGS NOT SO GOOD

I note the plants set in fall of 1929 made no increase to speak of
though they do show taller growth than last year. The weaklings passed
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out of the picture entirely. I note also that there are a great many
missing spots in last fall's plantings but I am much inclined to think
that most of them are due to inexperienced labor cutting off the plants
for weeds. Many of the plants set last fall have shown remarkable
growth. I note the eyes are now very far advanced for this time of
the year and the roots could be dug now I believe with little danger
to them. The roots set in 1927 and 1928 have made just about the
best looking lot of plants I ever saw. The older ones that have not been

dug, look not so well. Too crowded, I think. I am glad to say that
my finest varieties look in beautiful shape. I hope that now I shall be

able to continue on the job until I pass out of the picture entirely. I
expect to make the growing of peonies and incidentally a few other
flowers, my life's work.

I have read with a great deal of interest the last Bulletin. I note
the varieties shown at Fort Wayne with a great deal of interest. I see

that the only very new late variety shown was Aviateur Lindbergh by
Wassenberg and I showed that at Washington in 1929. In the class

for varieties originated since 1915 I note that a few of Mr. Brand's
were the newest shown and they were put out in 192 5. Why do these

fellows not show the new things? Both Wassenberg and Beckmann
had them all.

I note the fine display of Japs and singles, yet many of the very
fine ones were lacking. I do not believe yet they beat me at Washington
as I had over two hundred varieties of singles and Japs on display there
though they were not put in the classes. I wish I could have been in
Fort Wayne. Maybe I can get to Chicago in 1933, if I can get ahead

enough by that time. I hope that we can stage the show in Washington
in a few years again. I should say 1935 or 1936.

I see they want it in the Twin Cities again in 1934 or 1935. I
have been so busy since I came home that I have had no time for writing.
I am going to give you some notes on that list of varieties some time
this year. I have read the comments by the various people and you can
see in many cases diseased stock sticking out.

breeding disease out
In the future I am going to try and breed out disease in many of

those that are subject to it, especially Lemoine's varieties. I have a lot
of Solange that I think is practically clean and La Lorraine that I treated
last year looks very promising. My Alice Harding looks very fine too.
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I have noted that dwarfed crooked stems are almost a sure sign of disease
and when the stems come clean and straight I feel that disease is leaving.

I note what Louis R. Potter has to say about gall. I agree with
him in many ways. I find that my soil which is a very heavy red clay,
is very discouraging to gall and nematodes. I got a number of my old
plants infected by planting them in the vegetable garden where potatoes
and tomatoes had been grown and since moving them to the field they
have come clean again. However, I think he is wrong about treating
with hot water, for I have tried it and it kills the nemas at once, so

why wait to kill them out by planting in heavy clay when the hot
water treatment will do it at once? It is very easily given and plants
so treated show no ill effects from it.

I thoroughly agree with him about Kelway's Glorious. It is as near
perfect as can be. Baroness Schroeder is another one I call perfect.
Name its faults if you can. Some time I am going to be a fool and
write you an article on the perfect peonies and see if I cannot start some

thing. These peony people will not write about varieties like the iris
people do. Just look at their bulletins after the blooming season.

Secretary's Notes

Winter
is but a short distance away and these are busy times

for the peony lover. The planting season is on in full blast.
The World's Century of Progress Exhibition will be held in

Chicago in 1933 and we want to show the world what progress has

been made in the peony. Plantings arranged for at this time will be in
good blooming condition by that time and one of the greatest exhibits
of all times can be staged.

Work on the fair buildings is progressing and by the beginning of
next year, building activity for this exposition will be in full sway.

"It's Peony Time in Howell"
A clipping recently sent me of an editorial from the Livingstone

County Republican Press of Howell, Mich., shows the interest being
taken in the peony in that city. It is reproduced herewith:

"We all know the tune and words of the parody in the caption
given above. Doesn't sound so far-fetched either, does it? Yet how
wonderful it would be if the ideas and visions of a group of our citizens
who visited 'Tulip Time in Holland' were really translated into action
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in 'Howell, the City Beautiful.' A number of those from Howell who
have viewed the sights of Blossom Time, visited Holland during Tulip
Time and attended the Cherry Festival at Traverse City, the three
glorious and colorful events of Michigan, suggest a wonderful opportuni
ty for Howell in concerted action this fall. Can not twenty-five enthusi
astic flower lovers and civic-minded people set their goal to match the
'Glorious Trio' in a colorful event to be known as 'Peony Time in
Howell'?

"The peony is admirably fitted by nature for just such a mission
in Howell. Howell is even more advantageously located for success

in such an undertaking than any other city in Michigan. The civic
pride of our people and the legion of flower lovers who would and could
be interested in a project of this nature are now living in Howell and
awaiting leadership and opportunity. We can count twenty-five persons
and places where a ready response would provide the needed beginning.
Local pride, competition, and admiration would carry the project for
ward. Given the flower, the town, the people, the organized oppor
tunity and 'Peony Time in' Howell' may become within the period
of five years an attractive and popular event among Michigan's gala
days. 1

"Thousands of people in Michigan are waiting to come to Howell
during 'Peony Time.' The season of the blossoms is far more favor
able than any of the other festivals of the year. 'Peony Time in Howell'
would come after Blossom and Tulip Time and before the Cherry Festival,
in the middle of June, 'when all the world's atune.' Weather and the
inward urge of spring then conspire in a united effort to lure the
motorist to the highways and by-ways, and thousands feel the urge to
go all they need is a good excuse and an opportunity to come to
Howell. Will not some far-sighted group of citizens accept the chal
lenge of 'Peony Time in Howell'?"

Peony and Iris Society of Michigan
One of the youngest organizations for furthering interest in the

peony and iris is the newly formed Peony and Iris Society of Michigan.
The organization was formed at Battle Creek, Mich., Sept. 16. The
officers of the association are as follows:

N. I. W. Kriek, Lansing, Mich., president; Roy V. Ashley, Battle
Creek, Mich., vice-president; Paul R. Krone, East Lansing, Mich., secre
tary and treasurer.
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Correction
In the last issue of the Bulletin on page 33 we mentioned Mr.

Franklin's seedling No. D-31 that was awarded the blue ribbon. Descrip
tion was given as white with a faint touch of pink. This description
was taken from one of the foremost florist trade papers. Mr. Franklin
advises that the description is incorrect and adds that it is very similar
to Walter Faxon in color but is superior to that variety in growth.

The two pictures on pages 24 and 26 should read Nichols Arbore
tum instead of Arnold Arboretum. This error was not noted until too
late to make correction in the Bulletin.

New Members
Any new memberships received between now and the first of coming

year will be dated for 1932 and the balance of the 1931 Bulletins will
be sent to them. This will include the September and December issues

which should be an incentive to induce peony lovers, who have not as

yet enrolled, to join the Society promptly. A little missionary work
on the part of our members should bring in several new ones.

It Takes Time to Educate a Gardener
We all know that a garden of beauty requires considerable time

and attention to complete. We also know that a gardener must have
years of experience to know his business. It is really amusing how
some of them get by. A customer of ours called the other day and com
plained that her irises had not done very well the past two years. Upon
inquiry she advised that her "gardener" had taken them up each fall
and placed them in the cellar, planting them out again late in the spring.
I politely informed her that she did not have a gardener, and her hus
band who was sitting in the back seat of the car chirped out, "I told
you he wasn't a gardener." The husband evidently was not a gardener
but he had some good ideas about what should constitute one.

Another amusing incident came up the other day in the matter
of fertilization of peonies. A customer advised me that his peonies did
not seem to be doing well. After some inquiry I learned that he was
using commercial fertilizer. Asking him how he applied it he stated
that he took a post hole digger, dug down about two feet, filled the
hole with fertilizer and put a little dirt over the top.

Two or three holes were dug about each plant and each filled with
fertilizer. I cannot think of a more successful way to insure loss of
your plants than this method of fertilization. I hope this is an isolated
case and that the practice may not become general.
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The Matter of Dues
We dislike to mention this matter in each Bulletin but there are

many members who have failed to send in their remittance covering dues
for the current year. I think in many cases it is just an oversight. If
you are one of the guilty ones, send us your check for $3 and see how
happy it will make us.

The Work of A. M. Brand
Mr. Little has given us a very complete report of the work of Mr.

Brand and his father in originating new varieties. It is our plan to take
up the work of other originators in future issues, giving a full detailed
description of the varieties they have produced and disseminated.

Tree Peonies
This subject has been splendidly presented by Mr. Seyler of the

Farr Nursery Co., of Weiser Park, Pa., who grows large quantities of
tree peonies. There is a great future for the tree peony when it becomes
better known and the prices more reasonable. There are some stunning
creations in tree peonies and the mental picture of the splendid produc
tions of Prof. Saunders, who has displayed them at some of our shows
in the East, is still clear in my mind. A new field of color and color
combinations is available in the tree peony, and I am sure that each year,
more interest will be shown in their growth by the peony lovers of our
country. The fact that interest in their growth is spreading is evidenced
by the numerous inquiries I receive during the year as to where they
can be procured and how they should be handled.

Peony Poems
Again we are favored with a peony poem, singing the praises of the

flower we admire. We would appreciate receiving more praises in verse
featuring the peony. New Varieties

Still they come. It is manifestly evident that they will not all
reach the pedestal of fame but there is no doubt but that several will
be honored, in fact some have already received recognition as being
worth while or outstanding. The registration of varieties goes merrily
on and we are anticipating the day when we can register a full double
yellow.

Success in Gardening Means Work
If one's attitude towards gardening is one of material receptivity

and not that of reverent appreciation of opportunity to become proficient
and contributory, we will fall short of the success that may otherwise
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be attained. Let us take pride in our garden activities for the civic
betterment of the entire community. Success is best accomplished where
interest ascends into a genuine love for the work. To bring this about
we must be cheerful, filled with enthusiasm, and true optimists.

Garden Notes For 1931

Many of our readers have doubtless made some very interesting
garden notes of their peonies the past season that would make fine
Bulletin material. A few have sent them in to us but we have room
for many more.

The Year Ahead
The year 1931 will soon be a memory which many of us will

remember as a very erratic one for the peony. Planting plans for 1932

and the years to come should be well under way. With prices never
lower for peonies, a rich opportunity presents itself to the peony lover.
With a return to greater prosperity, prices on many varieties will doubt
less advance to a higher level.

Pink Peonies
The following splendid tribute to the peony by Martha M. Wendt,

which appeared in one of the Chicago daily papers was sent to me by
Edward J. Benes, one of our enthusiastic members, and is worthy of a

prominent place with the many splendid tributes already paid to our
favorite flower.

"Brides of summer, fluttering in full-blown skirts of pink taffeta
and foamy lace. The proud mother sun draws her silk and velvet treas

ures from their store-chests every summer, and flaunts them for the
world to see.

"The silver-pink peonies shimmer in the sunlight, cool and aloof.
They come from the earth, and somewhere in the earth is heaven."

The Nichols Arboretum
In the last issue of the Bulletin we gave a list of the peonies

desired at the Nichols Arboretum at Ann Arbor, Mich., to complete
their planting plans. I am just in receipt of advice that only the
following varieties have been supplied:

Ama-no-sode, Flamboyant, King of England, Some-ganoka, W. F.
Christman Offered by Chas. Hampton, Hamburg, N. Y.

Charlot, Elisa, Nanette Offered by Cottage Gardens, Lansing, Mich.
Mischief Offered by Edward Auten, Jr., Princeville, 111.
We had hoped that the request for contributions would be much

more generous for this beautiful peony garden that will mean a great
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deal to the advancement and interest in the peony. I hope the request
for donations to this fine planting will not go unanswered and that a

general response will be made at once. Send your contributions to the
director of the Nichols Arboretum, Ann Arbor, Mich., or better still,
advise what you are willing to supply, and he will advise to avoid
duplications.

Planting Time is With Us
September is always a busy time for the peony lover, for it is

usually during this month that he buys his plants, prepares his beds

and completes his planting plans. October and early November should
be equally busy planting periods, as peonies may be planted during these

three months in this locality with reasonable assurance of bloom the
following season, or at least a favorable growth will be secured that
will provide bloom the second following spring, and each succeeding
spring for many years to come.

Don't delay your peony planting until spring unless it is absolutely
imperative that you do so. , Fall planted roots will have a considerable
advantage over spring planting, although spring planting may be done
with success if the roots have been properly stored through the wintc-
months.

.Hi

Department of Registration

The
Society takes no responsibility as to the quality of the varieties

registered here. A system by which new varieties can be officially
rated and approved by the Society has been established. It is hoped

difficulties inherent in dealing with the peony can be overcome.
The purpose of this department is to provide an opportunity for

all growers to register the names of their new varieties which are being
put on the market. To avoid duplication of names, every new-named
variety should be submitted to the secretary, who has a complete list
of varieties now in commerce.

Mrs. Wm. Wolfe of Osceola, la., desires to register the following:
EMALINE (1931). Guard petals open a blush pink which color extends to the lower

part of the flower. As it opens, the guard petals almost entirely disappear, leaving
a rather round-shaped flower. There is quite a distinct shade of yellow that lights
up the main part of the flower. Petals are loosely formed and will measure about
six inches. The buds all seem to come perfect.

JOEHANNA (1931). This flower has a peculiar shade of medium pink, tinged with
lavender. Full rose type. Will measure seven inches across. The petals are to
closely packed that the flower seems almost hard. Some petals are just a little
longer than others and are tube-shaped. No stamens visible. Extremely heavy
foliage and thick stems. Flower holds well long after being cut.
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Mrs. Mary E. G. Freeborn of Proctor, Vt., has sent in the follow
ing for registration. These were grown from seed obtained from W. L.
Gumm:
MIRIAM MARSH (1931). A thrifty white Jap with large center of pale yellow

itamenoidl and a delicate pink blush when first opening. It does not possess the
substance of Isani Gidui but is consistently delicate and about the same size.

MARYGOLD (1931). A rose pink Jap of good size, with very thick, stiff, fine gold
stamenoids.

A. B. Franklin, Richfield Station, Minneapolis, Minn., presents the
following for registration:
D-3 S ACME. Very large rose type light pink with stiff stems and good foliage, a

sure and profuse bloomer, late, 36 inches.
G-17 ATLANTA. A huge single white. Won sweepstakes at show at Atlanta, Ga.
W-103 BLUSHING BEAUTY. Large full rose type pale pink, with good stems. A

good grower and free bloomer. Fragrant, late, 36 inches.
JE-3 CHARM Very dark red Jap. Good upright grower, vigorous, late, 34 inches.

An improvement on Fuyajo.
V-117 CHEROKEE. Large rose type, rather flat, pure white flower. Good stems

with foliage to the ground. Late, 34 inches.
D-149 CHIEF. Very large full rose type, light pink, upright stiff stems. Vigorous,

fragrant, late. One of the largest flowers we have.
D-82 DIADEM. Large cup shape, dark pink. Stiff stems with foliage to the ground.

Fragrant, late, 32 inches. Honorable mention A. P. S., Duluth, 1930.
E-66 DIXIE. Very dark red, bomb type, large, good stems, vigorous, late, 34 inches.

Color of Philippe Riioire.
D-98 DULUTH. Large rose type, pure white, stiff stems and vigorous, late, 36 inches.
D-167 EXCELSA. Large, tall rose type light pink, strong stems, foliage very good,

late, 39 inches.
D-3 1 FRANKLIN'S PRIDE. Very large, full rose type, even pink, stiff stems,

vigorous with leathery foliage, good bloomer, fragrant, late, 38 inches. Received
blue ribbon at Northwest Show, Minneapolis, 1931. Much admired. An improved
Walter Faxon.

R-113 HIAWATHA. Very large, not quite full double rose type, dark red, good
stems, clean foliage, vigorous, late, 36 inches. Very attractive form, none like it.

X-9 IDEAL. Very large full rose type, dark pink. Stiff stems with good foliage,
fragrant. Late, 34 inches. A real acquisition to the dark pinks.

D-22 LAVENDER PINK. Large, full rose type, outstanding lilac color, with strong
stems. Vigorous, late, 34 inches. - >

D-27 LOREN FRANKLIN. Very large full rose type dark pink with stiff stems
and foliage to the ground. Very good, fragrant, late, 3 feet.

D-107 LUCILE HARTMAN. Very large full rose type, light pink, stiff stems.
Vigorous, late, 42 inches.

G-60 MARY ELLEN. Very large semi-rose type, blush-white with large petals,
strong stems, heavy foliage and vigorous, fine, late, 36 inches.

D-28 MINUET. Very large full rose type, regular form, light pink. Stiff stems,
strong grower and sure bloomer with foliage to the ground, late, 40 inches. Hon
orable Mention. A. P. S., Duluth, 1930.

E-21 MISS MINNEAPOLIS. Large full rose type, pale pink, stiff stems, upright.
Vigorous. First class certificate A. P. S., Duluth, 1930. Late, 32 inches.

D-19 RESPLENDENT. Immense full white, rose type, good stem and foliage.
Specimen measured nine inches, medium to late.

C-ll SUNRISE. Large semi-double rose type pink, stiff stems, bright foliage, always
blooms, medium late, 34 inches. Attractive in flower and out.

SB-5 WINNIE WINKLE. Very large rose type pink, stiff stems, tall upright. Vig
orous and always blooms, finest when in full bloom, late, 42 inches.
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Harry A. Norton, Edgewater Farm, Ayers Cliff, Quebec, desires to
register the following:
FMPRESS OF BRITAIN (Norton, 1931). Extra large, late, double white. Flowers

of good substance. Strong grower. First Class Certificate, A. P. S., June, 1930.
Exhibited ad number 2600.
F. H. Allison, 11 Ridgeway Road, Auburndale, Mass., sends in the

following for registration:
MRS. GEORGE RAWSON. High-built blooms of light pink, shading darker towards

center with touches of red on center petals. Bloomjng season, late. Large blooms
with clean buds which always open well. Long, stiff stem. Foliage medium light
green. Slightly fragrant. A very reliable bloomer.

NICK SHAYLOR. Full rose type. Same coloring as Sohnge with a little more pink
than that variety. Blooming season very late. Large bloom with clean buds
that always open well. Medium, long, stiff stems. Foliage, dark green. Not
fragrant. Unlike Solange, roots are clean and well shaped. A very reliable bloomer.

SHAYLOR'S SUNBURST. Japanese type. Very large, late, mid-season. Very broad,
rounded, smooth guard petals of pure white. Center a rounded mass of golden
yellow. A very strong pond lily fragrance. Tall, strong grower and good repro
ducer. This peony was originally known as 101.

Edward Auten, Jr., Princeville, 111., presents the following forty-six
peonies for registration:

JAPANESE. 1931 INTRODUCTIONS
WHITE CLOUD. Early white Jap, opening pale flesh and straw yetlow. Tall, good

stem.
SENORITA. Deep cerise red Jap, center rich and full. Late; good stem; different.
SAN DIEGO. Brilliant light red Jap, center with golden salmon tints, occasionally

a tuft in center. Odd and distinct.
RED EMPEROR. Typical light red Jap like Mikado. Large bloom, with much fuller

center. Stiff stems, medium height, made a gorgeous display in the field.
NIPPON CHIEF. Large dark red Jap, yellow on center petaloids. Tall, stiff stems;

color very fine, one of the latest Japs.
NIPPON MAID. Dark red Jap, very distinct, typical center, medium sized blooms

on slender stiff stems of medium to dwarf height. Honorable Mention, A. P. S.,
1931.

GOBLIN Bright red Jap, petaloids tipped and streaked lighter; free blooming; tall
stiff stems.

SENTINEL. All red Jap, medium sized blooms well above the foliage, tall stiff stems.
PIXIE. Red Jap, with lighter casts in center, small bloom on tall stiff stems. Distinct.
NIPPON RED. A rich solid red Jap, a few petaloids occasionally tipped yellow.

Medium height, good stem and carriage. Honorable Mention, A. P. S., 1931.
NIPPON SPLENDOR. A glorious deep red Jap, heavy yellow markings in center.

Fine, tall plant, First Year Approval, A. P. S., 1926.
IROQUOIS. A medium dark red Jap, golden edges on petaloids. Stiff stem.
NIPPON PRINCESS. Honorable Mention and winner of American Home Achievement

Medal at 1931 National Peony Show for the best new peony at the Show, in
competition with over 250 new seedlings. A typical Jap of a most unusual shade
of bright cerise pink, the pink and yellow center very unique.

RED CROWN. A rich red Jap, medium sized bloom, center petaloids extra wide,
with typical golden edges. Very distinct. Tall stiff stems.
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SINGLES. 1931 INTRODUCTIONS
JUNE MOON. White single, opening pale flesh. Good size and substance, green

carpels, medium height, stiff stems, fairly late.
WHITE PERFECTION. White single, broad petals beautifully cupped, wonderful

substance, green carpels; medium height, good stem, fine carriage. Honorable
Mention, A. P. S., 1931. Suggests a single Isani Gidui.

MONTICELLO. White single, large blooms, good substance, green carpels. Blooms
gracefully poised on tall, slender, stiff stems. Outstanding.

SNOW BOUND. White single, large blooms, green carpels tipped white. Very stiff
stems.

COUNTRY DANCE. White single, opening blush white, early, green carpels. Tall
stiff stems.

FAIRY DANCE. Pink single, early, green carpels, tall stiff stems.
FAIRY QUEEN. Pink single, green carpels, several rows of petals, color similar to

Tberese, stiff stem, medium height.
MAD CAP. Medium red single, flushed to white, very unusual; late, stiff stem, tall.
LA SALLE. Very brilliant medium dark red single, stiff stems, medium height, early.
PEORIA. Very brilliant, large, medium red single. Stiff stems, dwarf. Extra fine.
KIOWA. Extra early light red single, good stem and plant. Lasting qualities excep

tional. A valuable addition.
KASKASKIA. Extra early brilliant dark red single, dwarf.
1LLINI. Black red single, large blooms, tall, stiff stems, extra fine.
KAHOKIA. Black red single, about medium height, stiff stems.
KICKAPOO. A late bright dark red single, stiff stems, medium height.
HENNEPIN. Brilliant black red single, medium size bloom; medium height. Honor

able Mention, A. P. S., 1931.
WITCHES' DANCE. Brilliant dark red single, tall, stiff stems.
KANKAKEE. Late brilliant medium dark red single, medium height, stiff stems.
CALUMET. Early brilliant red single, tall, stiff stems.

DOUBLES. 1931 INTRODUCTIONS
WHITE BEAUTY. Large double white, immaculate, fragrant. Mid-season. Stem

good for cutting, but as plant is of spreading (not sprawling) habit, needs sup
port in wet weather. An exquisite, outstanding peony. Honorable Mention,
A. P. S., 1931.

PLYMOUTH. Large full double white, fragrant. Center open; stiff stem, medium
height.

BETSEY ROSS. Late white double, petals incurved; fragrant. Occasional red splashes.
Tall, slender stiff stems. A magnificent peony.

SPOON RIVER. An unusual name for a fine, full double, rose fragrant peony of
unusual coloring; creamy magenta. Decidedly different; medium height, stiff stems.

PATRICIA. Early blush semi-double, large gracefully formed bloom on extra tall
stems. Lasts well as cut flower. Received much favorable comment at shows.
A world famous hybridizer said it was well worthy of introduction.

WHITE PEARL. Extra early full double, opening pearly shell-pink with slight laven
der cast. Fades to white in full sun. Exquisite form, like Mark Jacquin without
stamens.

PEGGY. Bright deep pink bomb, medium height, good stem.
DANIEL BOONE. Large, high-built dark red, stamens nearly hidden, on tall, straight,

stiff stems. Very distinct and outstanding. A real addition to the list of high
class reds.
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TAR BABY. Extremely dark "black" red semi-double, small bloom on tall stems.
ZIP COON. Glossy "black" red semi-double, medium sized bloom on dwarf, stiff stems.
TEMPEST. Brilliant dark red semi-double, stamens hidden. Late. Dwarf, stiff stems.
UNCLE REMUS. Very rich velvety "black" red semi-double, medium sized bloom

on tall stiff stems.
SALEM. Full double red, fragrant. Medium size bloom, on good .stem. Gives promise

of being a valuable commercial cut flower sort.

New Members Since Last Issue of Bulletin
Henderson, G. W., 616 Wildwood Ave., Columbus, S. C.
Neal, A. V., Hurlock, Md.
Trinkle, Tin, N., 1328-32 Land Title Building, Philadelphia, Pa.
Wilhelmsen, A. A., 8680 Island Drive, Seattle, Wash.
Winchell, G. E., 1002 South East St., Oskaloosa, la.

Correction in Address of Members
Fieebom, Mrs. Mary E. G., Ft. Lauderdale, Fla., change to Proctor, Vt.
Valentine, A. C., 503 Division St., East Lansing, Mich., change to 808 Downer Ave.,

Lansing, Mich.
Dorsey, Mrs. V. M., Bradley Hill, Md., change to 104 Chevy Chase Drive, Chevy

Chase, Md.
Felland, C. C., Northfield, Minn., change to 736 W. 173rd St., Apt. B-34, New York

City. N. Y.

The House of Quality
Has again merited its name by being awarded the following so far in 1930:

June 7-8 MASSACHUSETTS HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY GOLD
MEDAL FOR BEST DISPLAY OF POTTED HYBRID RHODODEN
DRONS. FIRST PRIZE FOR BEST DISPLAY OF HARDY AZALEAS.

June 11-12 NEW BEDFORD HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY SILVER
CUP FOR BEST DISPLAY OF PEONIES.

June 21-22 MASSACHUSETTS HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY LARGE
GOLD MEDAL FOR BEST DISPLAY OF PEONIES. PRESIDENT'S CUP
FOR MOST MERITORIOUS EXHIBIT IN ENTIRE SHOW. FIRST
PRIZE FOR BEST COLLECTION OF PEONIES RATING AT 8.5 AND
OVER. SILVER MEDAL FOR BEST SEEDLING PEONY (Our No. 16).

June 24-2 5 NORTH SHORE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY GOLD
MEDAL FOR DISPLAY OF PEONIES. SILVER MEDAL FOR BEST
DISPLAY OF EVERGREENS.

OUR CONSISTENT WINNINGS FROM YEAR TO YEAR PROVE
THAT WE ALWAYS HAVE THE QUALITY.

CHERRY HILL NURSERIES
(Thurlows and Stranger, Ine.)

Catalog West Newbury, Mass.

*


